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1. Introduction & acknowledgements
The aims of the KS2 Language Co-ordinator’s Handbook
This handbook is specifically for KS2 Language Co-ordinators in primary schools. It sets
out the expectations of the role of Language Co-ordinator, and subsequently aims to
provide guidance, sample documentation and templates to support the work of the
Language Co-ordinator in: articulating a vision for language learning in the primary school;
languages policy creation; curriculum planning and design; monitoring standards of
teaching and learning; assessing and reporting progress; leading and developing other
teachers of languages and raising the profile of language learning in the school and local
community. We very much hope that it is of use to the primary languages teaching
community at this exciting time of change and development in language learning in
England.

ALL Connect Team Eastern Region
January 2016
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Jackie Rayment and Julie Fogg
Jackie.Rayment@hertsforlearning.co.uk
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2. Language Co-ordinator Role Description
In this section we are aiming to highlight the main responsibilities involved in carrying out
the role of Language Co-ordinator. It is understood that in most primary schools this role
may typically not bring an extra responsibility incentive or extra time. In some cases, coordinators are unsure of their starting point and the key areas that they should manage.
Therefore this role description aims to be as useful, realistic and informative as possible.
“The main task of the co-ordinator, in consultation, is to support class teachers and so
improve the quality and continuity of Modern Foreign Language teaching in the school”
(Sue Cave: www.cavelanguages.co.uk)
The Language Co-ordinator is responsible for supporting, motivating and inspiring
languages teachers and leading languages teaching and learning. To achieve this s/he will:


develop a whole school languages ethos (See section on raising the profile of
languages) in conjunction with the Head teacher, ensuring clear vision and direction;
champion the benefits of language learning for all



provide guidance with respect to teaching the current KS2 Programme of Study;
source/create/adapt a Scheme of Work/ Curriculum that adequately meets the
requirements of the PoS, and one which engages, enthuses and motivates
learners



evaluate the linguistic skill set of available staff and to liaise with the Head teacher
regarding the best staffing arrangement; monitor and assess standards of
language teaching and learning across the key stage/s; organise language training
of staff where necessary



co-ordinate the use of languages resources throughout the whole school



keep up-to-date on recent developments and curriculum changes related to KS2
languages by attending relevant training; by liaising with other schools; and by
finding out information as required (e.g. by attending the local ALLPrimary
Languages Hub if there is one in the area)



ensure continuity and progression between Key Stages KS1-2 (if appropriate) and
make sure that pupils are linguistcally ready for the transition to KS3; liaise with with
local secondary schoools as appropriate



design and/or develop arrangements for assessment in languages and oversee
the recording and reporting of pupil progress.



liaise and work with subject s to identify ways in which languages can be linked to
other aspects of the curriculum and develop cross-curricular projects.
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[Your Primary School]
Job description: Key Stage 2 Language Co-ordinator
[example only]
Job Title: Key Stage 2 Language Co-ordinator [Full-time / Part-time post]
Salary: Teaching and Learning Responsibility Payment [TLR [x]]
Responsible for: Key Stage 2 teachers and teaching assistants
Responsible to: Head Teacher
The role of KS2 Language Co-ordinator is to lead the provision of language learning in the
school, ensuring a languages curriculum that interests, inspires and motivates learners, and
that meets the national statutory requirements.
The salary is reviewed annually and determined according to the School Teachers’ Pay and
Conditions Document. The duties are in accordance with this document.
Core Responsibilities:
 To develop a whole school languages ethos and be an advocate of language
learning for all
 To articulate a vision for language learning within the school
 To design and implement a primary languages curriculum that meets the
requirements of the current KS2 Programme of Study
 To ensure that the school’s languages curriculum is fully resources
 To take a lead on teaching and learning languages within the school
 To support and guide other teachers in their languages teaching, organising training
where needed
 To monitor standards of languages teaching and learning within the school
 To design and/or develop arrangements for assessment in primary languages and to
oversee the recording and reporting of pupil progress
The main areas of responsibility and assigned duties are specified in more detail below:
Strategic leadership
 To create costed 3-year and 1-year development plans for the implementation and
development of KS2 primary languages
 To create and regularly update a School Languages Policy, in conjunction with the
head teacher, which sets out the vision for language learning within the school, and
details how it is delivered
 To develop a sustainable model of teaching provision for languages across KS2,
including, where necessary plans for further staff training and development
 To keep abreast of developments related to KS2 languages
 To develop links with other schools, governors, parents and the local community
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Curriulum planning
 To create and review regularly the overall and week-by-week curriculum planning for
KS2 languages to ensure progression and quality of learning experience
 To co-ordinate the provision of appropriate resources throughout the key stage.
 To liaise and work with subjects to identify ways in which languages can be linked to
other aspects of the curriculum and develop cross-curricular projects.
Teaching and learning
 To lead by example as a languages teacher, achieving high standards of pupil
attainment, behaviour and motivation through effective teaching.
 To provide a high quality, varied experience of language learning, including use of
ICT and authentic resources, where appropriate.
 To welcome other teachers to observe learning in your classroom.
Teacher development
 To support class teachers and teaching assistants in the development and
implementation of language teaching.
 To provide guidance with respect to teaching the current KS2 Programme of Study;
 To organise language training of staff where necessary
 To establish good relationships with all other teachers of languages within the
school.
Monitoring and assessment
 To design and/or develop arrangements for assessment in languages.
 To oversee the recording and reporting of pupil progress.
 To monitor and assess standards of language teaching and learning across the key
stage/s;
Transition
 To liaise with the Key Stage 1 Co-ordinator, if applicable, to monitor and promote
effective transition arrangements to ensure continuity and progression for all pupils
from KS1 to KS2.
 To liaise with with local secondary schoools as appropriate and make sure that
pupils are linguistcally ready for the transition to KS3;
 To promote effective transfer of information (data and/or pupil work and other
information) to ensure continuity and progression for all pupils from KS2 to KS3.
Other duties and responsibilities
This job description is not a comprehensive definition of the post. Discussions will take
place on a regular basis to clarify individual responsibilities within the general framework
and character of the post as identified below. The conditions of employment of teachers in
the School Teachers’ Pay and Conditions of Service Document apply to this post, whose
holder is expected to carry out the professional duties of a teacher as circumstances may
require, under the reasonable direction of the Head teacher.
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3. A vision statement for language learning
Language learning enables pupils to express their ideas and thoughts in another language,
and to understand and respond to its speakers. In this respect it is the development of
practical, useful knowledge for all 21st century young people. Yet it is clear that language
learning is not only a matter of developing competence in another language, important
though this is. It is about the broader curriculum; about children exploring the relationship
between language and identity, about developing an international outlook and an enhanced
understanding of the world and their place within it. As the opening statement of the new
Programme of Study puts it: “Learning a foreign language is a liberation from insularity and
provides an opening to other cultures.” This has never been more crucial.
Learning another language is full of rich opportunities to develop pupils’ spiritual, moral and
cultural experiences. Intercultural understanding plays a central role in how languages are
taught, with themes of identity and our place in the wider world put under the spotlight.
Videos, songs, rhymes and stories all enrich pupils’ experience with cultural insights into
other people’s lives. Pupils may try out aspects of another culture in their classroom, such
as food, clothes or celebrations, building a positive understanding of key features of
personal and national identity, values and beliefs.
Learning a language equips pupils to express themselves in new ways. This develops their
immediate sense of belonging to the wider world and starts to prepare them for future
opportunities in modern life. Teachers look for opportunities for their pupils to communicate
with pupils who speak other languages. This is invaluable for moving beyond stereotypical
views of the culture of a country, and discovering that the similarities are as striking as the
differences.
At a deeper level, learning a language confronts pupils with the fact that the way in which
they see the world is just one of many possible ways. The words we use for things are
arbitrary labels, not derived from the essence of the things themselves. In other languages
things are said in different ways. For example a French learner of English would find it odd
that we put the adjective before the noun, describing something before saying what it is.
Pupils studying for the English spelling, grammar and punctuation test may be relieved to
know that in other languages, parts of speech are not necessarily as fluid. Nouns cannot be
forced into serving as adjectives, so in Spanish “a cheese sandwich” is “a sandwich of
cheese.” Learning a language in KS2 means pupils grow up with this understanding as their
world-view is developing, without the defensiveness of an older learner who feels that
language learning challenges their settled world-view.
British Values do not have to be defined in opposition to the values of others, just as one
family can define what values are important to them, without implying that other families
don’t have equally valid principles. Learning another language develops an understanding
and respect for diversity, removing barriers between cultures. It is also an opportunity to
look at shared values and aspirations, such as personal liberty, democracy and the rule of
law. It can help us understand that the particular blend of values we cherish is not universal,
but is the result of on-going social and historical collective choices.
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4. Primary Languages Policy
A school’s policy for languages will be the official document that sets out for parents,
governors and the wider community the schools’ approach to achieving its vision for
language learning.
Here is a template to guide and support co-ordinators in writing their own languages policy.
The ideas here should be adapted to ensure that the policy is relevant to the ethos, context
and particular circumstances of each school.
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Primary Languages Policy Template














Introduction
Vision and rationale for primary languages
Aims
Languages curriculum
Curriculum leadership and management
Language teaching methodology
Embedding languages in the curriculum and exploiting opportunities
Assessment, recording and reporting
Inclusion – SEN, G&T, Ethnicity, Gender
Resources and accommodation
Homework and involvement of parents
Health & safety
Review

Introduction:
Include:
 a statement explaining the purpose of the policy
 who was involved in its creation and when it was drafted and adopted
 the length of time it will be relevant for
Sample wording: “This policy sets out the school's vision, aims and strategies for the
teaching and learning of languages. It is the basis for the development of languages in our
school for the next [three] years, and was created in collaboration by a Languages
Development Working Group during the [summer term] 20[15]. The policy was formally
adopted on [15 June 2015]. In the policy, reference is made to other policies contained with
the staff handbook, and also available on the school website.”

Vision and rationale for primary languages:
Include:
 reference to the vision statement in the KS2 Programme of Study
 specific wording that articulates the school’s own circumstances and international
ethos
Sample wording: “Language learning enables young people to express their ideas and
thoughts in another language, and to understand and respond to its speakers, which is
essential, practical knowledge for all global citizens in the 21st century. More than this, it
about young people exploring the relationship between language and identity, about
developing an international outlook and growing into an enhanced understanding of the
world and their place within it.”
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Aims for languages:
Include (as appropriate):
 reference to the school’s philosophy of learning and general aims for its pupils
 mention of national languages documentation (KS2 Programme of Study and other,
relevant guidance documents, for example the National Languages Strategy* and /
or KS2 Languages Framework
 a description of the linguistic and other competences that pupils are expected to
develop through their language learning
 reference to the specific curriculum requirements for language learning at KS2
Sample wording: "The overall aim for languages is that pupils develop a deep interest in
and appreciation for other cultures, as they learn to understand and express themselves
with increasing confidence in [Spanish]. In our organisation of the languages curriculum
and extra-curricular opportunities, we envisage pupils developing their sense of belonging
to the wider world and embarking on a journey towards a wealth of opportunities in their
future lives. Pupils will develop specific knowledge of one language, [Spanish], learning
words and structures that enable them to ask and answer questions, listen to, read and
understand stories, songs, poems and other short texts, and to write from memory about
themselves. At the same time, they will develop language learning skills and strategies that
will equip them for the learning of additional languages.”
*Although published in 2011, the messages about primary languages are still relevant.

Language curriculum:
Include reference to:
 the Scheme of Work design
 alignment with the KS2 Programme of Study
 the range of learning experiences
 cross-curricular links and opportunities
 the resources
Sample wording: “The school’s 4-year KS2 scheme of work is designed to fulfil the
requirements of the KS2 Programme of Study, and to provide learning experiences that
engage, enthuse and motivate all of our learners. To aid progression within our mediumterm planning, we draw on the non-statutory KS2 languages framework guidance. We
regularly review our planning at languages team meetings. In line with Framework
guidelines, all pupils learn languages for no less than 60 minutes per week. This time
allocation is made up of a combination of dedicated language lessons, teaching language
through other subject areas and using language for real purposes in daily classroom
routines. In addition, there are opportunities for the learning of additional languages in our
[special Languages Week] in [March] and at [French club] on [Tuesday afternoons]. The
languages curriculum is aligned wherever appropriate with the learning context, content and
aims of other subject areas, to enhance the cohesion of learning experiences for our pupils.
The overview scheme of work for each year of KS2 is available on our website. [Include
links: Y3 Spanish scheme of work; Y4 Spanish scheme of work, etc.]”
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Curriculum leadership and management:
Include:
 the name of Language Co-ordinator
 an overview of his/her key responsibilities
Sample wording: “The school’s Language Co-ordinator, [insert name], in conjunction with
the head teacher, leads the provision of languages within the school. The KS2 Language
Co-ordinator is responsible for:
 developing a primary languages curriculum which allows substantial progress to be
made in [Spanish] across KS2.
 leading teaching and learning
 monitoring and evaluating standards of language teaching and learning across the
key stage.
 managing the resources, which support curriculum delivery
 implementing arrangements for assessment in primary languages and overseeing
the recording and reporting of pupil progress.
 managing the professional development needs of other teachers involved in the
delivery of primary languages.”

Language teaching methodology:
Include:
 some detail about the different skills and range of experiences
 any use of ICT
 use of authentic resources
Sample wording: “Pupils are given regular opportunities to listen to, join in with, read, speak
and write [Spanish]. In the early stages of language learning, pupils engage in a lot of
learning to train the ear, to tune into and learn how to produce the sounds of the language,
through the teaching and learning of phonics and phonics-related activities. Joining in with
songs, rhymes, stories and poems all serve to reinforce the sound-writing patterns. Pupils
then begin to develop, from the earliest stages in Y3, the ability to form simple sentences of
their own, with relation to topics of close, personal interest, such as self, family and pets.
As learning develops, pupils are given more and more opportunities to engage with
[Hispanic] culture, learning about places, festivals and other aspects of daily life in countries
where the language is spoken. The develop confidence in writing from memory, building up
over the course of KS2 to being able to write a short paragraph with information on twothree topics. Teachers make use of a wide variety of resources, including ICT, and learning
activities, including games, information-finding (research), pattern-finding, and quizzes to
stimulate interest and general literacy and other learning skills. There are clear links with
literacy, particularly through the teaching of grammar, and teachers work together to join up
these aspects of pupil language development.”
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Embedding languages in the curriculum and exploiting opportunities:
Sample wording: “The school believes pupils will learn languages more effectively by
having frequent exposure to them. As staff become more aware of language teaching
methodology, languages will be increasingly embedded in the curriculum. The Primary
Language Co-ordinator will highlight opportunities in medium term planning and provide the
necessary resources. Opportunities for speaking another language should be exploited, be
it in the playground or in the classroom. All staff in the school are responsible for ensuring
this.”

Assessment, recording and reporting:
Include:
 a statement about the overall school policy on assessment, recording and reporting
 the specific languages framework for assessment that you have adopted
 how, and how often, evidence for assessment is recorded
 the frequency and format of reporting
Sample wording: "Assessment in languages is primarily to inform and support teaching and
learning, enabling the class teacher to refine planning to best meet learner needs. During
lessons, the class teacher, where appropriate, will unobtrusively record evidence of
particular competences as they emerge in the course of teaching and learning. Pupils’ work
will be completed in an exercise book, which will be an additional source of ongoing
evidence of progress, amounting to a portfolio.
This work will be marked in accordance with the school’s policy. Periodically, the teacher
will update a class record of progress, in terms of the specific learning objectives set out in
the KS2 Programme of Study. [See section 8 of the Handbook for suggestions as to format
and layout].
For reporting purposes, each year, and in line with the reporting arrangements for all other
subjects, the pupil’s individual achievement with respect to the expected learning aims for
each year will be communicated. Our standard school wording for progress will be used:
[emerging, established, exceeding].
For the purposes of transition, we have well-established lines of communication with
receiving secondary schools. We transfer not only our reporting data at the end of Y6, but
also additional comments and a sample of pupil writing, which is stuck into the pupil’s Y7
[Spanish] exercise book.”
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Inclusion:
Include:
 SEN
 (MAT) More able and talented
 EAL and speakers of languages other than English
 Gender
 Socio-economic situation
Sample wording: “The school firmly believes in the value of language learning for all pupils,
regardless of race, ability or gender. Care is taken to ensure that positive images of
languages being spoken by people of both sexes will be promoted. Differentiated
approaches are employed to seek to ensure that all learners in the classroom are able to
make optimum progress. EAL and speakers of languages other than English are
encouraged to bring those languages into the classroom and use them to support their
learning of [Spanish]. Every opportunity is taken to recognise and celebrate the ability to
speak any and all languages. Where access to resources at home is an issue (e.g. ICT or
printing), pupils are offered alternative access within school or at home so that their learning
is not disadvantaged.”

Resources and accommodation:
Sample wording: “A variety of resources are available in school. These include
children’s reference books, teachers’ resources, books, big books, CD ROMs, realia
and audio/visual materials. Resources are allocated to particular year groups to ensure
progression and these are kept in the classrooms.
Each classroom has a French/English dictionary, labels for most classroom objects and
posters detailing the days of the week and months of the year.
There is a section in the non-fiction library for read-alone dual language books.
The Language Co-ordinator is responsible for maintaining resources, monitoring their use
and organising storage. Resource purchasing is in accordance with normal school
procedures and is based upon the Languages budget. The amount of this budget reflects
the degree of priority given to Languages in the School Integrated Development Plan.”
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Homework and involvement of parents:
Include:
 the importance of parents in supporting and encouraging language learning at
every stage
 the different sorts of language homework
 the different requirements over different years of KS2
Sample wording: “In the initial stages of language learning, the most useful follow up
learning for pupils is to re-visit the learning from the lesson with an adult or older sibling.
Simply being asked to recall the new language and even ‘teach it’ to a parent or brother /
sister provides an ideal opportunity for the new language to take root in longer term
memory. To this end, the school values the vital contribution of parents to the language
learning process. Key words for each week’s lessons are available on the relevant scheme
of work document on the school website, and parents are encouraged to engage their
children in sharing their new words with them. In upper KS2, when literacy skills are more
fully developed, homework will take a variety of forms, and parents are encouraged to ask
their children to show them their homework each week and explain what they are learning.”

Health & Safety:
Refer to the school’s Health and Safety document.

Review:
Include:
 who is responsible for reviewing languages provision
 how this is carried out
 when this policy is reviewed
Sample wording: “Monitoring is carried out by the Head Teacher and the Language Coordinator, in the following ways:
 observation of teaching
 ongoing, information discussion with teachers and pupils
 review of languages displays
 review of work in pupil books
There is an annual review of this policy by the Subject Leader for Languages.
A major review involving all staff will take place every three years.
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5. KS2 Programme of Study: Languages
National curriculum in England
Purpose of study
Learning a foreign language is a liberation from insularity and provides an opening to other
cultures. A high-quality languages education should foster pupils’ curiosity and deepen their
understanding of the world. The teaching should enable pupils to express their ideas and
thoughts in another language and to understand and respond to its speakers, both in
speech and in writing. It should also provide opportunities for them to communicate for
practical purposes, learn new ways of thinking and read great literature in the original
language. Language teaching should provide the foundation for learning further languages,
equipping pupils to study and work in other countries.
Aims
The national curriculum for languages aims to ensure that all pupils:
 understand and respond to spoken and written language from a variety of authentic
sources
 speak with increasing confidence, fluency and spontaneity, finding ways of
 communicating what they want to say, including through discussion and asking
questions, and continually improving the accuracy of their pronunciation and
intonation
 can write at varying length, for different purposes and audiences, using the variety of
grammatical structures that they have learnt
 discover and develop an appreciation of a range of writing in the language studied.
Attainment targets
By the end of each key stage, pupils are expected to know, apply and understand the
matters, skills and processes specified in the relevant programme of study. Schools are not
required by law to teach the example content in [square brackets].
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Subject content
Key Stage 2: Foreign language
Teaching may be of any modern or ancient foreign language and should focus on enabling
pupils to make substantial progress in one language. The teaching should provide an
appropriate balance of spoken and written language and should lay the foundations for
further foreign language teaching at Key Stage 3. It should enable pupils to understand and
communicate ideas, facts and feelings in speech and writing, focused on familiar and
routine matters, using their knowledge of phonology, grammatical structures and
vocabulary.
The focus of study in modern languages will be on practical communication. If an ancient
language is chosen the focus will be to provide a linguistic foundation for reading
comprehension and an appreciation of classical civilisation. Pupils studying ancient
languages may take part in simple oral exchanges, while discussion of what they read will
be conducted in English. A linguistic foundation in ancient languages may support the study
of modern languages at Key Stage 3.
Pupils should be taught to:
 listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and
responding
 explore the patterns and sounds of language through songs and rhymes and link the
spelling, sound and meaning of words
 engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond
to those of others; seek clarification and help*
 speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language
structures
 develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they
are reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases*
 present ideas and information orally to a range of audiences*
 read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing
 appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language
 broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are
introduced into familiar written material, including through using a dictionary
 write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express
ideas clearly
 describe people, places, things and actions orally* and in writing
 understand basic grammar appropriate to the language being studied, including
(where relevant): feminine, masculine and neuter forms and the conjugation of highfrequency verbs; key features and patterns of the language; how to apply these, for
instance, to build sentences; and how these differ from or are similar to English.
The starred (*) content above will not be applicable to ancient languages.
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6. School self-audit tool
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Use of this table has been granted with the kind permission of Sue Cave and any further use should credit her as the author.
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7. Curriculum provision
There are many factors that influence decisions about curriculum content at KS2.
Schools which take a whole-school cross-curricular approach will seek to integrate
language learning content within the overarching themes and contexts of learning in
each year group (see Section 7.ii). Other schools may choose to purchase a
commercially-available KS2 languages course (see Appendix D for further
information), which will set out detailed content coverage. Yet others will choose a
flexible approach, linking language learning to other subjects where it seems useful
and helpful to do so, whilst at other times focusing on themes unique to language
learning. There are also schools that will focus on explicit links between foreign
language learning and literacy (see Section 7.iii).
There is infinite scope for variety in terms of content, given that the learning
objectives in the KS2 PoS can be achieved within very different models of curriculum
provision.

7.i. Sample overviews languages Y3 – Y6
This section of the Handbook therefore provides three sample overviews of KS2
curriculum provision as food for thought for those who are responsible for primary
languages curriculum design in their schools. There then follow supplementary
sections exploring possible cross-curricular planning and links with literacy.
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Sample 1: Overview of Topics and Grammar for KS2 French
(Based on Bucks SoW, by Ruth Wilkes, Geoff Roberts and the Buckinghamshire Primary Languages Team)
Year

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

3

Greetings
How are you?
Classroom instructions
and language
(incl. ‘Jacques a dit’ /
Simons says)
Numbers 1-12
(incl. ‘Frère Jacques;
birthday song)
Age
Introduce concept of gender
(e.g. Prenez un stylo / une
feutre)
Introduce concept of ‘j’ai’
with age as well as
possession.

Days and months
Writing the date
Birthdays (incl. Birthday
song)
Christmas

Colours (incl.
colours song)
Classroom objects
with colours
Numbers to 31

Where I live
Animals (‘Brown
Bear / Ours Brun’
Story)

All about me: body
parts (incl. ‘Head
shoulders, knees
and toes’)

Food (incl. ‘Hungry
Caterpillar/ La
Chenille Qui Fait
des Trous’)

No capitalisation for
months / days

Adjectival
agreement and
position

Imperatives (listen
for the ‘ez’ sound)

Recap 1st and 3
persons of verb
with ‘Je mange’
and ‘il / elle mange’

Siblings
Number to 69
Clothes and Fashion Show

Weather (incl. ‘Mr
Wolf’s Week’ Christmas

Pets (incl. noises
animals make in
different countries)
and Family

Adjectival
agreement and
position
1st and 3rd persons
of verb introduced
(‘J’habite and ‘il / elle
habite’)
Monsters
Ice Creams and
opinions

Describing
personality

Music
‘Little Red Riding
Hood’

Recap gender
Recap adjectival position
and agreement

Introduce concept ‘il
fait’ for weather

Negatives (‘je n’ai
pas de / il n’a pas
de’)
Plurals
Recap adjectival
agreements

Use of ‘à la’, ‘à l’’
and ‘au’ context of
ice cream

Recap adjectival
position and
agreement

Je joue du / de la
etc.

4

Spring 2

Summer 1

Spring 2

Giving opinions
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5

6

Recap number to 69
Numbers 70- 100
Maths in French
Hobbies (in infinitive with
opinions / ’je sais’)
Recap opinion verbs
J’aime +infinitive
Connectives (et and mais)

School with opinions
Alphabet
Winter (incl.‘Frozen’ in
French)

Descriptions of
people and animals
Spring Traditions
Revision of
weather

My Week (time and
daily routine)
‘This is the Bear’
story

Healthy Eating
Café –ordering food

Rooms in house
‘Peace at Last’
story
Fête Nationale

Opinions with ‘parce
que’

Recap adjectival
agreements

Je voudrais +
du /de la/des

Recap ‘il y a’

The Planets (with days of
week) as links with Year 6
Curriculum
Where we live including
directions

My Day (daily routine)
in 1st person)
Recap time
Write acrostic poems
on a Christmas theme,
using a model.
St. Nicholas & French
Christmas traditions.
-er verbs in 1st person

Entertainment

Il y a / Il n’y a pas de
Recap:
Je suis /
Je ne suis pas
J’ai / Je n’ai pas de
J’aime /
Je n’aime pas
Il / Elle a /
Il / Elle n’a pas de...
Il / Elle est /
Il / Elle n'est pas...
Evacuation (links
with Year 6 History
Curriculum)

The French
Speaking World
(links with
Geography)

Me, my family and
other people

Recognition of
cognates
Recap ‘il y a’ etc

Awareness of
changes to verb
ending for ‘er’
verbs in present
tense. Use of aller
+ infinitive to create
the future tense
(examples in 1st &
3rd person

Au = à +le
Recap il y a

Questioning (tu
veux jouer au
foot?)
Responding (oui, je
veux... / non je ne
veux pas)
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Sample 2: Overview KS2 Languages (French) Curriculum Y3 – Y6
Year

Autumn 1

3

Greetings
How are you?
Numbers (1-10)
Age
Classroom Instructions
Classroom Language
Days of the week
Brothers and Sisters
Numbers up to 69
Birthdays
Classroom Instructions

Months of the year
Writing the date
Christmas

5
Bonjour
(Transition) Recap and introduction
of the written form:
How are you?
Classroom instructions
Numbers 1-31
Classroom objects
Le la les
Un une des
Poems: Colours and
School Bag
A story in French:
Boucle d’or

4

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Colours
Where do you live?
Numbers (11-31)

Things in my pencil
case
Classroom Objects
Recap of classroom
language.

Fruits
Foods
A story in French:
Hungry caterpillar/
La chenille qui
faisait des trous

Body parts
Imperatives
High 5
French story:
Le loup

Clothes
Family (Masculine
Christmas
and Feminine)
French story: Loup y Pets
es –tu?

Monsters
Recap of body
parts Monster
Story:
A French story:
Va-t’en-grand
monstre vert

Ice Creams
Adjectives

Mon anniversaire
Numbers up to 100
Prices/ Telephone
numbers
Days of the week
Months of the year
Writing the date
Birthdays
Age

Ma famille
Extended Family
Brothers and
sisters
Connectives/
simple conjunctions

Décris-toi
Hair
Eyes
Tall/short/medium
sized
Describing
personality

Music
Styles of music
Song
Musical
Instruments
French story: Le
petit chaperon
rouge (Little Red
Riding Hood)
La météo
Seasons
The weather
The environment

Christmas vocabulary
French Christmas
Songs

Les animaux
Unusual animals/
pets
Plurals
Colours
Agreement of
colours and
adjectives
J’aime / je déteste/
J’adore/ je n’aime
pas
A story in French:
Brown bear/ ours
brun

Spring 2

French cultural
links: Story/video:
Ma famille
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6
Integrated
Phonics:
Phonics
Alphabet
Accents (é,
è, ç etc.)

La géographie
Recap of year 5 work
Where I live
Town/Village
Compass Directions

La géographie
Countries
French Speaking
Countries
French through film
(French speaking
Africa):
Kirikou
Noël
Christmas vocabulary
Christmas song:
Petit papa noël/ vive
le vent d’hiver

Mes passions
Likes and dislikes
Giving Opinions
Sports and activities
Free time and
opinions

Les histoires
A French Story:
J’aime

Understanding a
story: Les quatre
amis

La belle Paris
Paris and
monuments
Places in town
Shops
French through
film
A Cat in Paris

Au café
Au snack-bar
A conversation at
the café
Buying an ice
cream
Opinions and
food.

Understanding a
song
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Sample 3: Overview KS2 Languages (Spanish) Curriculum Y3 – Y6
(This Spanish KS2 Scheme of Work is fully resourced and available free at www.rachelhawkes.com. The materials were written and developed
by Leigh McClelland and Rachel Hawkes. Pupils are encouraged at all times to strive to work things out for themselves, work in pairs and small
groups sharing knowledge, and to speak aloud when possible – thereby building confidence. Pronunciation, memory, pattern finding, sentence
building, autonomy, performance and creativity are the concepts at the heart of these resources.)

Year
3

Year
4

Term 1
Year 3 pupils start with the phonics, learning the
vowels first. They practise these using a variety of
activities. They learn the numbers 1-10 and how to
ask and give their age. Then they learn the other
key phonic sounds. They read rhyming stories,
sing songs, practise tongue twisters and have
further opportunities to make the sound-written
link by listening to words and anticipating their
spelling. They also learn some nouns (pencil case
items). They are made aware of gender through
colour coding. They use the verb forms ‘tengo – I
have’, ‘es – it is’ and implicitly encounter the
negative forms of these.

Term 2
The theme is animals and colours.
The linguistic focus is gender, articles
(definite & indefinite), plurals and
adjectives (position & basic
agreement). The grammatical concepts
are all based around a core vocabulary
of 9 animal nouns and 6 colours so
nothing so becomes too difficult.
The key verbs are ‘es’ (he/she/it is),
‘son’ (they are), hay (there is/are).
The negative is revisited and there is
also a subtle introduction to ‘también’
(also/too/as well), ‘pero’ (but).

This unit focuses on numbers 1-31, months,
dates, asking for and giving birthday, language
to do with birthday celebrations and some more
Christmas vocabulary. Learners will use the new
language to understand and create invitations,
follow instructions for making a piñata, understand
songs, stories and video about birthdays and other
celebrations.

This unit develops the same linguistic
skills in different contexts. There is a
focus on shapes and prepositions of
place, to be used creatively in an art
project focusing on the work of Miró.
Learners will use familiar verb forms
in this new context to describe pictures
they create. Pupils will also learn the
parts of the body & face and use this
language to describe the work of other
famous Spanish artists (e.g. Picasso).

Term 3
This unit focuses on memory and performance
in that it asks pupils to retell a familiar story The Very Hungry Caterpillar - in Spanish.
Pupils are first introduced to useful vocabulary
from the story – numbers, days of the week,
fruits, foods – and then introduced to the story
in video and audio format. After several activities
developing memory and practising
pronunciation, pupils will hopefully feel confident
enough to retell the story in one of a variety of
verbal ways – with pictures, with video, or with
video and subtitles (for those who need the
written back-up for now). The idea is that
everyone can have a go and feel successful.
Take some video of your pupils’ performances
or have the most confident perform in assembly!
During this term, pupils learn the language for
family members. They re-tell the story 'The
giant turnip'. They learn how to say 'Tengo
un/una ..que se llama...' I have a ...called... and
apply this also in the context of pets. They also
learn adjectives for describing personality
and physical description (hair and eyes).
They use key verbs in the 3rd person singular
and plural: --> tiene (has), es (is), tienen
(have), son (are).
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Year
5

This unit starts with simple calculations based on
the five times table, and leads into learning how to
ask for and give the time. Learners also extend
their food and drink vocabulary. They learn how
to say when mealtimes are and what they usually
have, comparing with eating habits in Spain. They
learn how to give their opinions of different food
and drink and complete a simple food / drink diary
in Spanish.

Year
6

Pupils begin this unit by learning to describe the
weather. They then move on to revising colours
(with adjectival agreement) with common nouns
and then the flags of a few familiar countries. They
also learn how to express what each country is
famous for, paying attention to the number and
gender of the nouns they are using. There follows a
focus on Spain and some of the key features of the
country. Attention is paid to forming plurals of
nouns and using the adjective ‘mucho’ (lots of).
Pupils are also encouraged to use ‘hay’ (there
is/are) which they have met previously. Then pupils
look at key cities and their location in Spain, using
the points of the compass and key geographical
features to locate them on a map. They recycle
how to say what somewhere is famous for using
the key cities they have been introduced to. They
learn vocabulary for places in the town and are
then invited to work independently to describe
photos (making use of a word list provided) and
give their opinions on them.

This unit focuses on sports and
In this term, learners use dictionaries to look
opinions. Learners pronounce
up different instruments. They use opinions in
the context of different types of music, and to
cognate and other sports accurately
give reasons why, using 'porque' (because).
from text, applying their phonics
knowledge from previous years. They
Giving opinions can be tricky in Spanish
practise using a dictionary to look up
because of the nature of using these verbs of
unknown words. They describe
opinion ‘gustar’ (to like) & ‘encantar’ (to love)
sports, using simple sentences with and the fact that the adjectives used to describe
'tiene', 'es' and 'hay' for their peers to
things must match the number & gender of the
guess. They learn how to say which
thing they describe. They use the language they
sports they like/dislike doing, using 'me have learnt to create short raps or songs
gusta' + infinitive verb.
about food, sports or music.
Pupils are treated to a summary of the features of the main festivals in Spain and
encouraged to recognise questions, matching them to appropriate answers provided, and
eventually to describe a festival in the UK if they can.
Following on from this, learners extend their learning to the theme of holidays. They
research holiday destinations in Spanish-speaking countries and apply the language
they know to describe holiday pictures and write holiday postcards.
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7.ii. Cross-curricular links matrix
Given the ethos of joined up curriculum planning in many primary schools, it is
natural that many teachers will want to integrate Languages into the rest of the
curriculum. In addition, there is considerable evidence that learners benefit from
explicit and implicit links at content and skill level.
Below is a list of subjects with key topics which lend themselves to being taught in
the foreign language or those which have clear links to languages. This list is by no
means exhaustive but should act as a useful starting point for cross-curricular work.
There is further guidance on integrating languages into the rest of the curriculum in
Section 3 of the Key Stage 2 Framework for Languages Part 3 (pp.34-41). There is
also a DVD of Content and Language Integrated (CLIL) primary languages
resources available through ALL.
History
Topic
The Tudors
(ideas adapted from
Caroline Herring)

The Romans
French Revolution
Napoleon
World War 2

Ideas & resources
Henri VIII
Draw family tree
Nationalities of members
e.g. The following could be sung to the tune of
Frère Jacques:
Les 6 femmes d’ Henri Huit
Cathérine D’Aragon, divorcée,
Ann Boleyn, décapitée,
Jane est morte,
Ann de Clèves divorcée
Cathérine Howard décapitée
Cathérine Parr survit
www.theotherside.co.uk
On July 16th, research into the French
Revolution / Bastille Day

When?
Year 4

Year 4
Year 6

Evacuation

Year 6

When?
Year 4

Compass

Ideas & resources
Mr Wolf’s Week
Keep weather diary
Label compass points in Target Language

Flags

Colours and shapes on flags.

Year 3

Countries
(including languages
spoken in which country
and why)

Pays Francophones

Year 6

Geography
Topic
Weather / Climate

Year 3 & Year 6
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Science
Topic
Plants
The human body
Animals

Famous scientists

Ideas & resources
“Bonjour, Bonsoir” from Comptines à Mimer,
Corinne Albaut could be used.
‘Heads shoulders knees and toes’ song;
imperative
Ours Brun
Animal make different sounds in different
languages!
Pasteur
Einstein

Description of the
elements
Food/healthy eating

Planets

Use real objects
Cooking lesson
International Café
Link with days of week / Greek & Roman gods

When?
Year 3
Year 3
Year 3

Any, dependent
on language
level / task
Any, dependent
on language
level / task
Year 4 and 5

Year 6

Art
Topic
Genres of art

Ideas & resources
Paintings of famous artist(s) from the TL
country e.g. Monet / Impressionism Monet –
Gare St Lazare. Students to produce work in a
similar impressionist style.
Use colours in TL
Display chosen genre paintings around school,
especially if of TL country, e.g. Seurat - Un
dimanche après-midi à l'Île de la Grande
Jatte – 1884

When?
Any, dependent
on language
level / task

Ideas & resources
Boules competition in French (use plastic
ones!)
Use imperative

When?

Use imperative

Year 5

Students chose a famous person and write a
profile for them. This works well around the
time of the World Cup.
Make the most of this by researching it
Students create own cycling jersey using
colours in TL
Favourite rider

Year 6

PE
Topic
Traditional international
games and dances
Names and instructions
for games in the target
language
Warm up / fitness
routine instructions
Famous football teams /
sportsmen and women
from other countries
International sporting
events e.g. Tour de
France

Year 3
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Citizenship
Topic
Basic sign language –
greetings, name etc.
Learn simple greetings
from languages
belonging to other pupils
in the school e.g. Urdu,
Polish
Invite a native speaker in
to talk about their life in
a foreign school
Stereotyping

Ideas & resources
Do this when teaching basic phrases e.g.
merci. Use the sign as a visual cue to learners
Find out which other home languages spoken
Create posters for display in school.

When?
Year 3

Ask parents / local community members

Discuss dangers of stereotyping

Any, dependent
on language
level / task
Year 6

Ideas & resources

When?

Year 3

RE
Topic
The Lord’s Prayer” and
other common prayers in
the target language
Songs in TL
Look at different ways of
celebrating major
religious festivals in TL
country
Religious texts (e.g.
Bible) in different
languages

Christmas carols

Music
Topic / skills
National anthems,
traditional songs and
instruments
Genre of music

Famous composers e.g.
Debussy, Beethoven
and their compositions
Musical terminology
'Eurovision Song
Contest'

Christmas Carols

Ideas & resources
Students listen and decide which they prefer.

Examples of famous music/musicians from the
genre from the TL country
Students to produce work in a similar style.
Use adjectives in TL
Students chose a composer to research in
English.
Look at Italian links
e.g. Spanglovision
With each class / year group performing a
different song in the foreign language.
Students learn and perform Christmas carols in
the TL, e.g. Douce Nuit / Vive le vent.

When?
Any, dependent
on language
level / task
Any, dependent
on language
level / task
Y5 - 6

Y5 - 6
Any, dependent
on language
level / length of
song
Any, dependent
on language
level / length of
song
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Numeracy
(See ‘Numeracy Numerous Numbers’ on the ALL Progression & Transition Wiki)
Topic
Languages Maths
Challenge
Starter activities in
languages to cover basic
number work and
calculations
Starter activities in TL
Weights and
measurement
Time
Shape
Basic number work and
calculations

Ideas & resources

When?

Use TL

Year 5

Use TL for basic terms and numbers

Year 3 -6

Ideas & resources
Send emails to partner school in Europe
use internet for research / reading in the target
language
Learn names for ICT equipment in TL so can
understand TL instructions; label equipment
clearly in TL; classroom instructions in TL.

When?
Y5 - 6

ICT
Topic
Develop confidence

Develop knowledge of
terminology

Any, dependent
on language
level / task

Literacy
(See section on Languages and Literacy 7.iii.)
Topic / skills
Story telling

Poetry

Alphabet

Handwriting

Grammar and
punctuation

Ideas & resources
Using big books, PowerPoint presentations,
traditional stories and legends in translation
etc.
Poetry readings in the target language – with
explanations.
Students create own poems
Make an alphabet frieze using objects which
begin with the same letter in English and TL
Analyse different writing systems e.g. Russian:
write simple messages for others to translate.
Notice different styles / rules in handwriting
e.g. French handwriting
Notice similarities and differences between
grammar and punctuation of TL and English.
Punctuation in Spanish is especially
interesting.

When?
Any, dependent
on language
level / task
Any, dependent
on language
level / task
Y3 - 4

Any, dependent
on language
level / task
Any, dependent
on language
level / task
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Drama
“Like actors playing a role, language students must be able to leave behind their
native language and cultural identity and take on a new persona when speaking the
second language.” (Stern 1983, p.210)
“Students have an innate sense of drama. The languages teacher who can tap into
it touches one of the most powerful motivating energies to learn. Once the students
are engaged, the activity generates its own momentum and personal meanings”
(Cockett 2000)
Tool / skill
Loop dialogue

Aim











Hot seating

Role Play

Teacher in Role
(TIR)

Increase confidence
Increase spontaneity
Use of space
Develop accuracy
encourages attentive
audience listening and
attention to detail
foster accuracy in
pronunciation
encourage fluency
encourage accurate
memory training
communication skills
performance skills

 Increase confidence
 Increase spontaneity
 encourages attentive
audience listening and
attention to detail
 foster accuracy in
pronunciation
 encourage fluency
 performance skills
 develop creativity and
listening skills
 Increase confidence
 Increase spontaneity
 encourages attentive
audience listening and
attention to detail
 foster accuracy in
pronunciation
 encourage fluency
 performance skills
 encourages attentive
audience listening and
attention to detail

Use in the languages
classroom / lesson
 starter
 plenary
 presentation of new
language
 consolidation
exercise
 independent
learning task
 kinaesthetic /
visual learning
activity

Extra information /
ideas / research
“The educational value of
this exercise is to stress
the importance of being
totally absorbed by one’s
character and having the
technical ability to repeat a
given performance. This is
not only useful for
memory-training but also
for the school play and
GCSE prepared
performances.”

As above

Ideas that work in drama’
by Michael Theodorou
Post-it on forehead activity
(guess who I am / guess
the word on the post -it)

As above

Could include freeze frame
and a narrator

As above
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Forum Theatre
Still image /
spoken thought

Scene card with
emotion / mood
card
Angel and devil













Gestures / body
language /
mime
(Mood cards:
card with
emotion / mood
on it which has
to be mimed
then guessed
by class and/or
incorporated
into role play)





performance skills
develop listening skills
increase confidence
increase spontaneity
spatial awareness
foster accuracy in
pronunciation
encourage fluency
performance skills
encourage
spontaneity and
creativity
develop use of body
language and gesture
increased spontaneity
and confidence
encourage non- verbal
communication and
recognise its intrinsic
value in
communication
cultural awareness

As above
As above

As above

As above

“Culture and language
come together naturally
when language teaching
emphasizes
communication with the
whole body and
not just the production of
speech patterns. This
approach to language in
the context of total
communication requires
more holistic methods of
language teaching.”
Dickson (1989)

Peer feedback

 develop self- esteem
and listening skills
 develop AFL
techniques
 develop discernment
in their own speaking
of French/
performance skills

Our thanks go to Katherine Monument and Kirsty Williams for this resource.
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7.iii. Linking Languages and literacy at KS2
Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar (often referred to in schools now as SPaG) are
prominent in the Programme of Study for English at KS1 and KS2. Pupils are
introduced to sophisticated grammatical concepts progressively throughout Key
Stages 1 and 2, and expected to use them with increasingly accurate control and
precision. It surprises some teachers of subjects other than English (and parents) to
learn that KS2 pupils are expected to know what the subjunctive, the passive voice
and subordinating conjunctions are in English, to mention but a few of the
grammatical terms on the primary curriculum.
With this, as with all areas of knowledge, there will be variability in terms of pupils’
mastery. It should not surprise teachers to encounter students who retain the
terminology but not the conceptual understanding that underpins it, that is to say,
there will be pupils who recall the grammatical labels but are not able to identify them
or use them consistently in a sentence. All teachers will appreciate the desirability of
English and languages teachers using the same terminology and building bridges
between the two literacies whenever possible.
For those who teach primary English and a foreign language it is important (and
straightforward) to achieve a continuity of terminology between languages and
English lessons and to make explicit and transparent links and comparisons between
English grammar and the grammar of the target language.
For those primary languages teachers who are not also primary English teachers, an
awareness of the English Programme of Study will be invaluable. A link to the
Programme of Study for English is included below.
Programme of Study for English at KS1 and KS2
Teachers will find it really useful to consult the Programme of Study for English,
especially the appendix from p.64 onwards, for a glossary of terms that pupils are
taught during each year of each key stage. Examples are given of their use in
English.
Grammar Glossary
Even for primary language teachers with language degrees the terminology used at
KS1 and KS2 English can be surprisingly different. The following online grammatical
glossary is useful in supporting both primary English and languages teachers.
Changes to terminology
It is important for teachers to keep up-to-date with respect to grammatical
terminology; the DfE has issued further advice, defining terms that should be used
with younger pupils and terms that are now obsolete at KS2 together with their
replacements for the KS2 SATs.
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Grammar to be learnt in languages at KS2
“Pupils should be taught to understand basic grammar appropriate to the language
being studied, including (where relevant): feminine, masculine and neuter forms and
the conjugation of high-frequency verbs; key features and patterns of the language;
how to apply these, for instance, to build sentences; and how these differ from or are
similar to English.”
This statement is taken from the KS2 Programme of Study for Languages. It makes
suggestions as to which grammar ‘should’ be taught, but many indications are broad
and generalised such as ‘key features and patterns of the language’.
The following is a detailed list of suggestions for the primary Languages teacher
indicating which grammar points could be covered at KS2; examples are in French,
German and Spanish.




Gender
Nouns
Adjectives






Subject pronouns
Regular Verbs
Irregular Verbs
There is/ are


Opinions
(verbs and adjectives)

Questions

Imperatives

Conjunctions
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A suggested list of grammar points to be covered at KS2
French

Spanish

German

Terminology*
Determiner

Wiki resources
[ALL Grammar Wiki]

Awareness of
gender as a
concept which will
be new to most
pupils as well as
explicit teaching of
definite and
indefinite articles.
Nouns

le (m), la (f), les
(plural), L’ (before
a vowel).

el (m), la (f), los (m
plural), las (f plural)

der/ den* (m), die (f), das (n), die (plural)

Definite article
(the)

KS2-KS3_German_Nouns

Recognition of
nouns in the target
language.
Plurals

-

-

Most plurals are
formed by adding
an –s. For
example, une
vache>des vaches
"cows"
However, the final
–s in French plural
nouns is not
usually
pronounced.

Most plurals are
The words der / das / die all become ‘die’
formed by adding an – in the plural.
s. Sometimes there is
a spelling change,
e.g. pez > peces.

Gender

An ability to
recognise nouns in
the plural, both by
the article and the
noun ending.

un (m), une (f), des
(some)

ein/ einen* (m), ein (n), einige (some)
un (m), una (f), unos
(m some), unas (f
some)

Used in the accusative / object (row 2)
case e.g. Ich habe einen Hund.

Nouns in German have capital letters.

Making plurals in German:
For words that end in –i or –o, or are
French or English in origin, add a final –
s, e.g. Kulis, Kinos, Restaurants, Tickets.
Der / das words that end in -el or -en or er do NOT change spelling in the plural,
e.g. Spiegel, Mädchen, Manager.
Exceptions have just to be learnt!

Indefinite
article
(a/ an)

Noun
Proper noun
Collective
noun
Abstract noun
Plurals

KS2_Spanish_Pencil_case
_indefinite_articles

[ALL Grammar Wiki]
KS2-KS3_German_Plurals
KS2_Spanish_Animales_P
lurales
KS2_Spanish_Animales_
Worksheets_gender_plural
_colours
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French

Spanish

German

Awareness of the
different position of
adjectives in a
sentence.

The adjective
mostly comes after
the noun in
French*

Awareness of
agreement of
adjectives (i.e the
ending of the
adjective changes
depending on the
gender of the noun
that is being
described).

un livre bleu
la règle bleue

Usually adjectives in
Spanish come after
the nouns they
describe:
un libro rojo
una regla roja
unos libros rojos
unos reglas rojas

German adjectives come before the noun (Gradable
as in English, but have endings
adjective)
dependent on gender and case:
(Non-gradable
ein rotes Buch (n)
adjective)
en roter Bleistift (m)
Ich habe einen roten Bleistift
(m)(accusative case)
eine rote Tute (f)
einige roten Kulis (plural)

Adjectives

As the pattern of
adjectival endings
is more complex in
German, it may
suffice to
recognise that
changes occur,
without learning
the exact rules
which can be
covered at KS3.

des livres bleus
des règles bleues

*la belle maison
Predicate
adjectives are
separated from
nouns altogether,
but still agree with
them.
e.g. La maison est
belle.

N.B: Adjectives that
end in -o have four
forms: alto, alta, altos,
altas
Adjectives that end in
-e have two forms:
inteligente,
inteligentes
Most adjectives that
end in a consonant
have two forms:
popular, populares
(form plural by adding
-es)

Terminology*
Adjective

Wiki resources

das rote Buch (n)
der rote Bleistift (m)
Ich habe einen roten Bleistift (m)
(accusative case)
die rote Tute (f)
die roten Kulis (plural)
As in English, a German adjective can
also come after the verb (predicate
adjective): "Das Haus ist groß." (The
house is large.) In such cases the
adjective will have NO ending.

Predicate adjectives
are separated from
nouns altogether, but
still agree with them.
La puerta está abierta
(The door is open)
Mi padre es viejo
(My father is old)
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French

Spanish

German

je – I
tu – you (singular
informal)
il/ elle/ on – he/
she/ one
nous - we
vous – you (plural/
formal)
ils – they (m)
elles – they (f)

yo - I
tú - you (singular
informal)
él/ ella/ usted – he/
she / you (singular
formal)
nosotros- we
vosotros– you (plural
informal)
ellos/ ellas/ ustedesthey (m)/ they (f) / you
(plural formal)

ich - I
du - you (singular informal)
er/ sie/ es – he/ she/ it
wir - we
ihr - you (plural informal)
sie/Sie – they / you (plural/ formal)

Pupils should be
aware there are
two words for you
in French and
know when they
are used.

The subject pronouns
are frequently omitted
in Spanish.

Subject pronouns
Pupils should learn
the forms of these,
especially: I, You,
He/ She/ One.
The whole
paradigm is
included for your
reference however
the essential
subject pronouns
for active use at
KS2 are in bold
type.

.
There is / there
are.

Il y a ….

Terminology*
Personal
pronoun

Wiki resources

The subject of
the clause /
sentence….

Pupils should be aware there are three
words for you in German and know when
they are used.

Pupils should be
aware there are four
words/ verb forms for
you in Spanish and
know when Tú and
Vosotros are used.
Hay…

Es gibt….
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French

Spanish

German

Structure of –er verbs.

Structure of –ar/ -er verbs.

Structure of regular
verbs.

Regular Verbs
Structure of regular
present tense verbs
and associated
pronouns.
Pupils should learn the
pronouns and endings
of the most frequently
used regular verbs,
especially: I, You, He /
She / One.
Pupils will encounter
other parts of the verb
receptively and learn to
recognise their
meaning.

jouer = to play
je joue
tu joues
il / elle / on joue
nous jouons
vous jouez
ils jouent
elles jouent
Pupils should also learn
the associated
pronunciation rules.

hablar= to speak
(yo) hablo
(tú) hablas
(él/ ella/ usted) habla
(Nosotros) hablamos
(vosotros) habláis
(ellos/ ellas/ ustedes) hablan
Comer = to eat
(yo) como
(tú) comes
(él / ella / usted) come
(nosotros) comemos
(vosotros) coméis
(ellos / ellas / ustedes) comen

spielen= to play
ich spiele
du spielst
er / sie / es / man spielt
wir spielen
Ihr spielt
sie / Sie spielen

Terminology*
Verb
Infinitive (e.g.
to dance)
Regular verb

Wiki resources
Dictionary skills
folder:
The teacher in this
video clip carefully
prepares the children
so that they will be
able to look up the
French for several
verbs in a dictionary.
She makes many
links with children’s
work in English,
reinforcing their
knowledge of word
classes and
dictionary use.
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Irregular Verbs
The common verbs
To be and to have.

French
Avoir = to have
J’ai
Tu as
Il/ Elle/ On a
Nous avons
Vous avez
Ils/ Elles ont

Spanish
Tener = to have
(Yo) tengo
(Tú) tienes
(Él/ Ella/ Usted) tiene
(Nosotros) tenemos
(Vosotros) tenéis
(Ellos/ Ellas/ Ustedes) tienen

German
Haben = to have
Ich habe
Du hast
Er/ Sie/ Es hat
Wir haben
Ihr habt
Sie haben

Être = to be
Je suis
Tu es
Il/elle/ On est
Nous sommes
Vous êtes
Ils/elles sont

Ser = to be*
(Yo) soy
(Tú) eres
(Él/ Ella/ Usted) es
(Nosotros) somos
(Vosotros) sois
(Ellos/Ellas/ Ustedes) son

Sein = to be
Ich bin
Du bist
Er/ Sie/ Es ist
Wir sind
Ihr seid
Sie sind

Terminology*
Verb

Wiki resources

Infinitive (e.g.
to dance)
Irregular verb

*Estar also means to be & is used for
states of being, placement & motion.

Opinion verbs

J’adore...
J’aime…
Je n’aime pas…
Je déteste…

Me encanta(n)…
Me gusta(n)…
No me gusta(n)…
Odio…

Opinion adjectives

Suggestions:
excellent
fantastique
génial
intéressant
amusant
facile
nul
ennuyeux
difficile

Suggestions:
excelente
fantástico
estupendo
interesante
divertido
fácil
terrible
aburrido
difícil

Ich mag…
Ich liebe…
Ich hasse…
Es gefällt mir
Es gefällt mir (sehr) gut
Es gefällt mir nicht
Suggestions:
ausgezeichnet
fantastisch
toll
interessant
lustig
leicht
furchtbar
langweilig
schwer

Verb
Infinitive (e.g.
to dance)
Regular verb
Irregular verb
Adverbs
Gradable
adverbs
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Who?

Question words and examples of questions that could be covered at KS2 Languages
Conversation model: The teacher poses
Comment…?
Cómo..?
Wie?
Interrogatives
Questions
a range of conversational questions in
Comment t’appellesCómo te llamas?
Wie heißt du?
German. He throws a soft toy to individual
tu?
(Literally: How are you
(Literally: How are you
children who must reply promptly as soon
(Literally: How are you called)
called)
as they catch the toy. Children answer
called)
questions confidently, building up a short
conversation. Script and audio available in
French and Spanish, too.
Conversation performance:
Children ask and answer questions
confidently without scripts. Children
answer questions confidently, building up a
short conversation. Script and audio
available in French and Spanish, too.
Find your partner: ‘Find your partner’ – a
speaking activity, in which children must
find their partner by walking round the
room and asking each other questions in
German. They combine and reuse
previously learnt language.
Qui…?
¿Quién?¿Quiénes…?
Wer…?

When?

Qui a un chien ?
Who has a dog?
Quand…?

¿Quién tiene un perro?
Who has a dog?
¿Quando..?

Wer hat einen Hund?
Who has a dog?
Wann.. ?

Where ?

C’est quand ton
anniversaire?
When is you birthday?
Où,,,?

¿Cuándo es tu
cumpleaños?
When is your birthday ?
¿Dónde…?

Wann hast du
Geburstag ?
When is your birthday?
Wo…?

Où habites-tu?
Where do you live ?

¿Dónde vives?
Where do you live?

Wo wohnst du?
Where do you live?

How?
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What?

Qu’est-ce que… ?

Qué… ?

Was?

(Which?)

Qu’est-ce que c’est ?
What is it ?

¿Qué haces?
What are you doing?

(Welche?)

Qu'est-ce que tu
fais?
What are you doing?
Quel / quelle (What –
in the sense of which
and is followed by a
noun)
Quel animal vois-tu?
Which animal do you
see?

¿Cuál…? (which)

(or followed by the
verb être)
Quelle est ta matière
préférée ?
Which is your
favourite subject?

¿Qué animal te gusta?
Which animal do you
like?

Why?

Pourquoi…?
A) J’aime les
maths
B) Pourquoi?
A) I like maths
B) Why?

¿Cuál es tu nombre?
What is your name?
(literally which is your
name?)
In Spanish, use qué to
mean which, when
followed by a noun:

but...
¿Cuál es tu animal
preferido?
Which (what) is your
favourite animal?
¿Por qué?
A) Me gusta las
matematicas
B) ¿Por qué?
A) I like maths
B) Why?

Warum…?
A) Ich lerne gern
Matematik
B) Warum?
A) I like learning
Maths.
B) Why?
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Imperatives
(learnt & used
predominantly
in the context of
classroom
instructions)
Co-ordinating
conjunctions
Subordinating
conjunctions

Répétez! (Formal/
plural)
Répète ! (informal
singular)
Et
Aussi
Ou
Quand
Si
Parce que/ Car

Repetid!(Plural)

Wiederholt! (Plural)

¡Repite! (Informal
singular)

Wiederhol! Informal
singular)

Y
Tambien
O
Cuándo
Si
Porque

Und
Auch
Oder
Wann
Wenn/ falls/ ob
Weil
All subordinating
conjunctions in German
send the verb to the
end of the clause.

Imperatives

Co-ordinating
conjunctions
Subordinating
conjunctions.
Subordinate
clause.

*Definitions are given in the grammar glossary link above or in the appendix of the Programme of Study for English at KS1 and 2.
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8. Teaching and learning
8.i. Lesson planning guidance for KS2 languages
You may already have a languages scheme of work in place in your school and be looking
to update your current SOW in light of the new curriculum PoS. Alternatively you may have
decided to use or adapt a commercial scheme. Before embarking on the design of a new
scheme of work it is useful to consider the following questions:
 Is the scheme of work going to be used by specialists, non-specialists or both?
 Which topics/ grammar / language have been covered in previous years?
 Which topics / grammar / language will be covered in the next year / key stage?
 How will the scheme of work meet the requirements of the programme of study? (See
section 4 of this handbook).
 What will be the best format for the scheme of work?
Content
Although there is not a definitive list of topics to be covered suggestions can be found in
many useful documents, including:
1. KS2 Framework for Languages:
support and guidance on staffing,
timetabling, partnerships, managing
teaching, progression, transition & more.
2. QCA KS2 Schemes of Work:

3. Curriculum overview samples:
4. Linking Languages and literacy:

5. Use of authentic and other
resources:

KS2 Framework for Languages Part 1
KS2 Framework for Languages Part 2
KS2 Framework for Languages Part 3
i. QCA French KS2 Scheme of Work
ii. QCA Spanish KS2 Scheme of Work
iii. QCA German KS2 Scheme of Work
You can find these in the Curriculum Provision
section of this Handbook.
In the Curriculum Provision section of this
Handbook, you have an overview of
grammatical content for teaching at KS2.
Find further help and support with ideas and
resources for exploiting stories, songs & poems
on the ALL Transition & Progression Wiki.

A number of different examples of lesson planning and schemes of work at KS2 have been
included in the supporting documents within this section. In addition, see Appendices A and
B for samples of medium-term lesson planning. In order to see some further good examples
of lesson planning and schemes of work you will also find it useful to consult:
www.cavelanguages.co.uk/french-resources
www.rachelhawkes.com
(Yrs 4,5,6 Spanish also available)

www.bucksgfl.org.uk
lightbulblanguages.co.uk

All resources are copyright to the author but have permission to be used in an educational setting.
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8.ii. Lesson planning proformas
Annotated lesson plan for KS2 languages:
Subject: Language

Class:

Date:

Prior learning

Key vocabulary
to be covered in lesson

Resources / ICT Required

Include what was covered
recently in order to prepare
the pupils for this learning.

Here you should include a list of
vocabulary to be covered in the lesson
with gender, sentence construction,
questions & answers and key phrases.

Reference any websites/ CDs/
sound files/ worksheets/
PowerPoints to be used during
the lesson

Cross curricular links:
How does this lesson link with other subjects?

Linguistic objectives:
What language and structures should the pupils be able to use by the end of the lesson?
Reference any grammatical terms – in English to be used during the lesson.

Learning objectives: (pupil friendly)
What should the pupils be able to do by the end of the lesson?

Success Criteria:
What are the steps needed to achieve the objective?

Outline of lesson:

Differentiation for SEN / EAL /
G&T / PP

Starter/ Recap of language previously covered:
List language / Q & A to be recapped at start of lesson.
A short activity to introduce the topic.

Adaptations to lesson activities
according to pupils’ ability /
needs should be recorded here.

Main points of lesson:
Introduction of vocabulary / topic / story.
Consolidation of vocabulary through activities e.g. listening /
speaking / reading / writing.

Adaptations to lesson activities
according to pupils’ ability /
needs should be recorded here.
Use of TA should be included.

Plenary: An activity to review the learning that has taken place
during the lesson. This could include AfL.

Adaptations to lesson activities
according to pupils’ ability /
needs should be recorded here.

Follow up and consolidation: How will the learning continue next
lesson?

Group work: How will any
group work be set out?
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Condensed lesson plan format, useful when planning multiple lessons: (See Appendix B for example from Newnham)
Objective

Introduction

Main
activities

Independent Activity

Extension

Support (incl.
LSA)

Plenary

Resources

Annotated model overview / page of Scheme of Work for languages at KS2:
Module

Title of module
and order in
sequence.

Links to KS2
Programme of Study
Which section / s of
the KS2 PoS will be
covered here?

New language
and structures
Vocabulary:
A list of all key words to
be included in the topic.
Gender of nouns should
be indicated and verbs
should be shown in the
form that they will be used
in the lesson. Examples of
any questions and
answers used in the topic
should be included.
Grammar points:
Grammar used in this
topic should be indicated
and explained.

Language Breakdown
Passive understanding:
What will the pupils be expected to recognise but
not produce themselves?
Active use:
What should be pupils be able to reproduce
themselves at the end of the topic?

Expectations at
the end of this unit
Most children will:
Include here the
wider objectives for
this topic

Revision of:
Which linked topics will reappear in this module?
Additional language included in this module:
Any extra non-essential vocabulary for the
teacher’s reference.
Phonics :
Key sounds to be covered in this topic.
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8.iii. Target Language for the KS2 languages classroom
A suggested list of classroom language

Teacher:

Resources:

Classroom
instructions

German:
German hubs & spokes
classroom language
Classroom language teacher
Classroom language - pupils

Come in!

Entrez!

¡Entrad!

Kommt rein!

Sit down!

Asseyez- vous!

¡Sentaos!

Setzt euch!

Look at page…/the board!

Regardez la page…./ le
tableau blanc !

¡Mirad la página…/la pizarra !

Schaut auf die Seite ../ die Tafel !

Listen!

Écoutez!

Escuchad!

Hört zu!

Repeat!

Répétez!

¡Repetid!

Wiederholt!

Hands up!

Levez la main!

¡Levantad la(s) mano(s)!

Finger hoch!

Work in pairs!

Travaillez avec un/ une
partenaire !

¡Trabajad en parejas!

Arbeitet mit einem Partner !

French:
French hubs & spokes
classroom language

Spanish:
Spanish hubs & spokes
classroom language
Spanish classroom language pupils
Spanish classroom language teachers
Y3 Spanish classroom instructions
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All together!

Tout le monde ensemble !

¡Todos juntos!

Alle zusammen!

Stand up!

Levez-vous!

¡Levantaos !

Steht auf!

Silence please!

Silence, s’il vous plaît

! Silencio, por favor!

Ruhe, bitte!

Teacher: praising/encouraging contributions from the class
Excellent!

Excellent!

¡Excelente!

Ausgezeichnet!

Great!

Fantastique!

¡Fantástico!

Fantasctisch!

Very good!

Très bien!

¡Muy bien!

Sehr Gut!

Well done!

Bien fait!

¡Bien hecho!

Gut gemacht!

Come on!

Allez!

¡Venga!

Los! Komm!

Come on everyone!

Allez, tout le monde !

¡Ánimo, chicos!

Los, alle!

Let’s go. A volunteer?

On y va! Un volontaire ?

¡Vámonos! ¿Un voluntario?

Los! Ein Freiwilliger?
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Pupil classroom language
How do you say…?
(in English / Spanish /
French / German)

Comment dit-on….. ?
(en anglais / en français)

¿Cómo se dice.. ?
(en inglés / en español)

Wie sagt man…. ?
(auf Englisch / auf Deutsch)

Can I…?
…talk in English?

Puis-je parler en anglais ?

¿Puedo…
…hablar en inglés?

Darf ich ...
auf Englisch sprechen?

Sir / Miss, can you
…repeat?

Madame/ Monsieur, pouvez
vous répéter?

Señor(a), ¿puede…
…repetir?

Können Sie wiederholen?

Sir / Miss, can you
…help me?

Madame/ Monsieur, pouvez
vous m’aider?

Señor(a), ¿puede…
…ayudarme?

Frau / Herr...
Können Sie mir helfen?

Sir / miss, can I go to the
toilet?

Puis-je aller aux toilettes?

Puedo ir al baño ?

Darf Ich zur Toilette gehen ?

Can I have a pen / pencil
please?

Je peux avoir un stylo/ un
crayon, s’il vous plaît ?

Quiero un boli / un lápiz, por
favor.

Kann Ich einen Kuli / einen Bleistift
haben, bitte ?

It’s right / correct / true.

C’est correcte / C’est vrai

Es verdad / verdadero

Das ist richtig!

It’s wrong / false.

Ce n’est pas correct/ C’est
faux

Es mentira / falso.

Das ist falsch!

I have a problem.

J’ai un problème

Tengo un problema.

Ich habe ein Problem

I have a question.

J’ai une question

Tengo una pregunta.

Ich habe eine Frage
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I have finished.

J’ai fini

He terminado.

Ich bin fertig

I have forgotten.

J’ai oublié

He olvidado.

Ich habe vergessen

I think that...is…..

Je pense que…..est….

Pienso que…es

Ich glaube, ... ist….

OK.

D’accord.

Vale.

OK / in Ordnung.

Suggested questions to
be covered at KS2

These are questions pupils should be able to ask and answer by the end of y6.

What is your name?

Comment t’appelles-tu?

¿Cómo te llamas?

Wie heißt du?

How do you spell you
name?

Comment ça s’écrit?

¿Cómo se escribe?

Wie schriebt man das?

How are you?

Ça va?

¿Qué tal? ¿Cómo estás?

Wie geht’s?

How old are you?

Quel âge as-tu?

¿Cuántos años tienes?

Wie alt bist du?

When is your birthday?

Quelle est la date de ton
anniversaire?

¿Cuándo es tu cumpleaños?

Wann hast du Geburtstag ?

Where do you live?

Où habites-tu?

¿Dónde vives?

Wo wohnst du?

Do you have any brothers
and sisters?

As-tu des frères ou des
soeurs?

¿Tienes hermanos?

Hast du Geschwister ?
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Do you have any pets?

As-tu un animal ?

¿Tienes animales?

Hast du Haustiere ?

What is the weather like?

Quel temps fait-il?

¿Qué tiempo hace?

Wie ist das Wetter?

Do you have…..?

As-tu…..?

¿Tienes…?

Hast du……?

Do you like….?

Est-ce que tu aimes?

¿Te gusta(n)?

Magst du….?
……du gern…..?

Do you want… ?

Tu veux….?

¿Quieres….?

Möchtest du…?

What is the time ?

Quelle heure est-il?

¿Qué hora es?

Wieviel Uhr ist es?

What would you like… ?

Vous désirez….. ?

¿Qué quiere(s)?

Was möchtest du ?
Was möchten Sie ?

How much… ?

C’est combien ?

¿Cuánto cuesta?
¿Cuánto es?

Was kostet das ?

Do you agree… ?

Tu es d’accord ?

¿Estás de acuerdo ?

Bist du einverstanden ?

And you ?

Et toi ?

¿Y tú?

Und du?
Und dir? (with Wie geht’s?)

What is your favourite… ?

Quel est
ton/ta….préféré(e) ?

¿Cuál es tu …….favorito/a ?

Was ist dein(e) Lieblings……?

What are you like…/ What
do you look like?

Tu est comment?

¿Cómo eres?

Wie bist du?
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8.iv. Frequently used routines and activities
Incorporating the Target Language (TL) into the daily classroom routine
Primary class teachers are in a very advantageous position when it comes to
teaching a foreign language to their class in comparison to secondary class
teachers who may see their pupils once or twice a week.
Primary class teachers have the opportunity to reinforce the language they are
teaching daily through a series of well-embedded daily classroom routines.
Practising little and often can have a very dramatic effect on pupil progress in the
Target Language.
This diagram, ‘The Forgetting Curve’, shows that the more frequently pupils are
exposed to language/ information the better they remember it:

Source: www.mentormegate.com/wordpress/tag/the-forgetting-curve/
Teachers that regularly give instructions or ask questions in the target language
give their pupils consistent exposure to the language, which helps to fix it in their
longer term memory.
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The following is a list of suggestions as to how the TL can be incorporated into the
daily routine of the primary classroom. Examples are given (in French), where
appropriate:














Write the date in French on the board every day (this can be done by a
‘target language monitor’ or rota of monitors).
Write the order of the day ‘e.g. L’ordre du jour’ up in French or have preprinted cards in the TL showing the order of the day’s lessons and
activities.
Using the register:
 Take the register in the TL e.g. ‘Bonjour Madame!’ Pupils can also learn
the phrases for ‘He is absent’ and ‘She is ill’.
 Use the register as an excellent recapping tool e.g. pupils must give a
number / colour / piece of vocabulary when the register is called.
 Practise questions and answers. This could be the same question for all
pupils or a variety of questions could be used based on those covered
in recent lessons. More able pupils could be encouraged to ask the
questions in place of the teacher.
Pupils can get into the habit of using some common classroom questions
‘Je peux avoir un stylo?’ ‘Je peux aller aux toilettes?’, even in lessons that
are not languages lessons. Small rewards such as stickers, raffle tickets
can be given as rewards to encourage use of the TL.
Often in primary schools pupils are asked whether they are having a
school dinner or a packed lunch. Here again is another opportunity to
speak to the pupils in the TL and ask them to put up their hands up which
also practises counting.
Each morning the question ‘What is the weather like?’ (or more
interestingly, what will the weather be like later?’) can be asked in the TL,
eliciting responses from pupils.
If pupils are packing up from a messy activity they can count to up to 20 /
30 / 40 in the TL together as a class at the same time? This can help pupils
to focus and not chat when doing the tidying up activity.
Often in class the teacher counts down from a number to get the pupils to
be quiet or to ask them to move from their tables to sitting on the floor. This
can also be done in the target language. Soon the pupils will be joining in!
Try French five. Sometimes at the end of the day, end of the lesson the
teacher finishes up five minutes early. Why not ask pupils to see if they can
remember five nouns in French; five colours; five animals; five numbers etc.
Greetings – ‘Bonjour – Ça va?’ It makes sense to use the target language
to greet pupils in the morning. This helps pupils to incorporate the TL as a
natural and spontaneous part of the day. This can also be done in the TL
when seeing pupils around school and on the playground.
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Activities / games for language lessons
The following list is by no means comprehensive but is a quick reference bank
of ‘no preparation required’ activities to be used in primary languages lessons:


Quick fire questions: start the lesson with Q & A, using questions that
have been covered recently in lessons. This can be done as a ‘hands up’
activity or a ball throw activity where the ball is thrown to those with hands –
up or randomly so all pupil have to be prepared.



Pass the toy: A variation on the above is a ‘pass the parcel’ type activity
where music is played whilst a soft toy is passed around the room. When
the music stops the person holding the toy has to answer the question.



Simon says: (Jacques a dit in French, Peter sagt in German, Juan dice in
Spanish) This can be done with any new vocabulary that has actions
associated with it and is played in the same way as the traditional game.



Kim’s game: a range of pictures or realia is shown to the pupils and
vocabulary is introduced. Once the vocabulary has been practised one of
the items is removed (this can be easily done on PowerPoint) and pupils
guess what is missing.



Repeat if it is true: Class v Teacher. The class teacher uses visual
prompts (again this is easily done on PowerPoint) to introduce the
vocabulary. When the pupils have secure receptive knowledge of the
words, the teacher starts the game. The teacher tries to catch the pupils out
by pointing to a picture saying a word that is not associated with the picture.
The pupils are told only to repeat if the word-picture combination is correct.
If the word-picture combination is incorrect then the pupils (all of them)
must be silent. The pupils win points for staying silent when they should
(point won). If they repeat (even just one person) when the picture word
combination is wrong the teacher wins the point. The first to get five points
is the winner. This game gets fast and furious – and is very much enjoyed
by pupils and teacher!



Numerous numbers activities: A list of numbers activities; introduction,
repetition and consolidation/games on the ALL Progression & Transition
Wiki. Explained in French but could work for any language.



What’s in the bag? A list of words / items of realia recently covered in
class are placed in a bag (le sac magique!). Pupils pull out the (English)
words and have to say what they are in the TL. Alternatively there can be
just one word in the bag and pupils have to guess what it is. Use phrases in
the TL wherever possible ‘Oui, c’est correct!’ ‘Non…désolé.. c’est incorrect’.
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Telepathy: another variation of the above. The teacher writes down a word
recently learnt in class on a whiteboard/ piece of paper and the pupils have
to guess what it is. This can be ‘hammed- up’ with a bit of drama, the
teacher claiming that s/he can send the answers via telepathy to the pupils
answering! This can be done at phrase level, too.



What’s my favourite? Another alternative guessing game which combines
many topics. The teacher prepares his/her answers in advance and the
pupils have to guess what is the teacher’s favourite animal/ number/ colour/
food (based on vocabulary recently learnt).



Marvellous mime: this works for many topics. Similar to charades the
teacher mimes language (word or phrase) covered recently in class and
then the class has to guess what it is. The pupil with the correct answer
then comes to the front and gets to mime the next word or phrase. For
phrase mimes, a combination of gestures is often required, e.g. ‘J’adore le
foot’ could involve a heart shape shown by hands and then the kicking of a
football.



Terrific tableaux: based on a story recently read in class or a topic studied
pupils come to the front of the class and build a tableau frieze (in statue
form). When a pupil enters the scene that must say what they are e.g. Je
suis le soleil; je suis un arbre; je suis un chien. This works particularly well
after reading a story e.g. The four friends (see the story in thee languages).



Hot seat: a more able/ more confident pupil comes and sits in the teacher’s
special chair. Pupils then ask the pupil questions based on the learning
from the lesson.



Around the world: A chosen pupil stands behind another pupil, with all
pupils standing in a circle. The teacher shows a picture/ flashcard or says a
word/ phrase for the pupil to translate and whoever is the fastest pupil to
say the correct answer is the winner. This pupil moves on to challenge the
next pupil. The pupil who beats the most pupils in the class is the
winner. With large classes it works well to do this in two circle groups, led
by more able students in the centre, whilst the teacher has oversight of
both groups.
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9. Assessment
This section of the Handbook aims to provide guidance on how to monitor and
record the progress of pupils throughout Key Stage 2. It takes as its starting point
the KS2 Programme of Study attainment objectives, recognising however that
they are attainment statements for the end of Key Stage 2 and that there is no
national documentation that describes progression within each area of attainment
across the four years of the key stage. It is also important to note that the
statements are quite dense and often describe discernibly different strands within
one particular skill.
The attainment descriptors below are one example of how the KS2 Programme of
Study can be broken down further into a set of indicators of progress for each year
of Key Stage 2, and at three levels, accounting for the variety that we expect to
see in every classroom. The three levels (-), (=), (+) mirror the model common in
most primary schools, which describes broadly speaking those who access the
learning objectives with support, those who meet the learning objectives and those
who exceed expected learning outcomes. Primary schools use a variety of labels
for these levels of progress, for example (emerging, expected, exceeding). Here
we use the symbols (-), (=) and (+).
The table below is as general and non-language specific as possible, in order to
provide an adaptable template for schools to use. It is, however, informed by an
in-depth knowledge of teaching the three, most common European languages
(French, German, Spanish) at this level. When schools have a scheme of work in
place, it would make sense to provide specific examples of language, songs,
poems, stories etc.. wherever relevant within this document to make explicit the
opportunities to recognise progress within day-to-day classroom teaching, and to
enable class teachers to integrate teaching and learning with assessment, as
much as possible. In the reporting section which follows, an example of one such
(Spanish) curriculum-specific document is provided.
It is not expected that teachers would seek to gather separate evidence for each
of the strands / statements. They are provided to help teachers make sense of the
learning they see in the classroom, such that they feel able to report globally on a
pupil’s overall progress in language learning, whilst at the same time feeling that
they have some underlying rationale for their assessment.
The document could easily be used by other adults in the classroom (TA or the
class teacher, where there is a specialist linguist teaching the language lesson) as
a means of gathering evidence of progress. It would not be necessary to try to
focus on all pupils within one lesson, but it might be possible to complete the
process over a 3-lesson cycle. Having the support of adults other than the
languages teacher becomes more important when the teacher is a specialist
languages teacher who comes once a week to teach the whole school, and will
therefore not be in a position to assess pupils as confidently or as frequently.
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Year 3 Attainment descriptors:
KS2 Programme
of Study 2014

End of Year 3 (-)

End of Year 3 (=)

End of Year 3 (+)

L1

Listen attentively and show
understanding by joining in
and responding

repeats words following a teacher model
joins in with some of the actions in
songs, stories and rhymes

joins in confidently with most of the
actions in songs, stories and rhymes

L2

Link the spelling, sound and
meaning of words

recognises some familiar written words
from their sound

recognises the written form and
meaning of most known vocabulary from
the spoken word

applies phonics knowledge with
confidence and reasonable accuracy
when pronouncing words from text, and
knows the meaning of all learnt words

can answer a few simple questions
(e.g. name, how you are)

can answer most questions confidently
(e.g. greetings, name, age, how you are
today, favourite colour / animal)

can answer all questions learnt with
confidence and can ask a few questions

uses ‘i have’ and ‘it is’ to form simple
sentences.
uses gestures confidently to reinforce
simple punctuation, i.e. capital letter,
comma and full stop.

can use verbs in sentences to say ‘i have’,
‘it is’, ‘there is’ with a range of familiar
nouns and adjectives
may also use negative formations

can adapt model sentences to describe
things (nouns + adjectives)
joins in confidently with story re-telling

uses familiar language confidently to
describe things (nouns + adjectives)
re-tells stories accurately, often from
memory

Listening
produces words from memory with
reasonably accurate pronunciation
joins in confidently and readily with all of
the actions in songs, stories and rhymes
and most of the words

Speaking
S1(a)

Ask and answer questions

S1(b)
S1(c)

Express opinions and
respond to those of others
Ask for clarification & help

S2

Speak in sentences

can produce ‘i have’ following teaching
or pupil modelling
joins in with gestures to support
sentence-building punctuation.

S3

Describe people, places,
things and actions orally (to
a range of audiences)

can identify the adjective in simple
sentences with known language
joins in with partial success with the
choral re-telling of stories using
adjectives
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R1

Reading
read and show understanding
of words, phrases and simple
texts

reads and recognises some vocabulary
that has been practised frequently

reads and recognises most familiar
vocabulary
enjoys participating in stories, songs
and poems and shows the ability to
retain some of the words through
repetition
can make links to phonics and
pronounce familiar words well, and
some unfamiliar words, when prompted
by the teacher

decodes meaning naturally and
confidently, (even when not always
correctly)

R2

appreciate stories, songs,
poems and rhymes in the
language

joins in with some choral repetition of
short rhymes and parts of songs

R3

read aloud with accurate
pronunciation

repeats new words modelled by the
teacher, and can spot patterns in
pronunciation with support

R4

understand new words that
are introduced into familiar
written material

can, with considerable support, identify
the possible meaning of a few new
words in songs, stories, poems etc..

responds well to teacher questioning /
prompting to understand new words,
e.g. If this means X, what could Y
mean?

uses a range of strategies instinctively to
decode meaning successfully, e.g.
cognates, logic, text patterns, sentence
level understanding (i.e. looking at the
words before and after)

write words and phrases
from memory

writes on mini-white board and/or traces
on arm some words with understandable
spelling from short-term memory.

writes some known words and short
phrases from memory with
understandable spelling

writes most known words and short
phrases from memory with reasonable
accuracy

W2

adapt phrases to create new
sentences

can, with support, substitute individual
words to change the meaning of short
sentences.

substitutes and adapts noun-adjective
collocations in simple sentences. e.g.
using oso pardo story to change colour
– animal combinations in sentences with
tengo / es un/una…

as for (=) plus...
include simple connectives ‘y’ (and) and
‘pero’ (but). more able may begin to use
‘también’ (also).

W3

describe people, places,
things and actions in writing

can use a gap-fill writing frame, for
example, to produce simple descriptive
sentences. e.g. it is a blue horse.

can follow and adapt a model to create
a few short phrases with nouns and
adjectives, creating for example a minibook

as for (=) but tries to vary the sentence
pattern with some success in creating
understandable meanings

R5

W1

joins in readily and confidently with all
forms of text

applies phonics knowledge with some
confidence when reading new words aloud

use a dictionary
Writing
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Grammar
can repeat nouns with correct indefinite
article when modelled by the teacher
retains the correct gender of a few
nouns
shows awareness of plural nouns –
recognises meaning, though may need
prompting

usually uses the correct indefinite article
in practice activities – independent use
is more variable

accurately differentiates and actively uses
indefinite articles in the singular with
masculine and feminine nouns

can recognise and say singular and
plural nouns, differentiating between
them

as for (=) and in addition, may try to
pluralise nouns met only in the singular
form
as for (=) plus beginning to use a limited
number of adjectives independently,
although will naturally revert to 1st
language patterns still in independent use
uses i have / it is /they are / there is / there
are with confidence, although with some
inaccuracy

G1

Gender of nouns - definite
and indefinite articles

G2

Singular and plural forms of
nouns

G3

Adjectives (place and
agreement)

can identify the adjective and the noun
in short phrases

able to place and agree some familiar
adjectives correctly in practice activities

G4

Conjugation of key verbs
(and making verbs negative)

will often use a verb but may use the
same one for multiple meanings (e.g. i
have for everything)

uses i have / it is /they are / there is but
may confuse their meaning and use

G5

Connectives and qualifiers,
adverbs of time, prepositions
of place

can recall ‘and’ and use it when
prompted

uses ‘and’ and ‘but’ with some
confidence

uses ‘and’, ‘but’ and ‘also’
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Year 4 Attainment descriptors
KS2 Programme
of Study 2014

End of Year 4 (-)

End of Year 4 (=)

End of Year 4 (+)

L1

Listen attentively and show
understanding by joining in
and responding

joins in with the words of short, simple
rhymes, songs or stories
listens and recognises the key vocabulary
of a simple sentence

says / sings short, familiar rhymes or
songs from memory
listens and recognises the meaning of
simple sentences

joins in confidently (at first or second
reading) the words of longer
songs and stories
listens and recognises the
detail of simple sentences.

L2

Link the spelling, sound
and meaning of words

matches sound to written word with some
familiar language

matches sound to written text and
recognises the meaning of familiar
language

can understand and produce orally familiar
language in written form.

Listening

Speaking
S1(a)

Ask and answer questions

answers a few familiar questions
uses scaffolds to ask a few simple
questions

S1(b)
S1(c)

Express opinions and
respond to those of others
Ask for clarification & help

uses, with prompting, ‘in my opinion’
signals a problem ‘i have a problem’

uses ‘in my opinion’ and ‘i think that’
signals a problem and asks for help ‘ i
have a problem’ ‘can you help me?’

says one or two simple sentences

speaks in simple sentences, including
nouns and adjectives

S2 /
S3

R1

R2

Speak in sentences
Describe people, places,
things and actions orally
(to a range of audiences)
Reading
read and show understanding
of words, phrases and
simple texts
appreciate stories, songs,
poems and rhymes in the
language

reads and recognises the key vocabulary
of a simple sentence
joins in with choral repetition of short
rhymes, parts of songs and stories

asks and answers a few familiar
questions with little support

reads and understands simple
sentences, including noun and
adjectives
enjoys participating in stories, songs &
poems and shows the ability to retain
some of the words through repetition

produces confidently familiar questions as
well as answers them and demonstrates
understanding of their construction.
uses readily in whole class and pair work
‘in my opinion’ and ‘i think that’
signals problems and asks for help
without hesitation, using
taught classroom language
confidently produces sentences with a
noun and puts an adjective in the correct
place
reads and understands simple and
compound sentences with coordinating
conjunctions
joins in readily and confidently with all
forms of text
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reads confidently familiar and unknown
words using phonic knowledge, albeit with
mistakes
uses a range of strategies subconsciously
to decode meaning successfully, e.g.
cognates, logic, text patterns, sentence
level understanding (i.e. looking at the
words before and after)

R3

read aloud with accurate
pronunciation

reads some familiar words with
understandable pronunciation

reads familiar words with good
pronunciation

R4

understand new words that
are introduced into familiar
written material

understands a few new words introduced
into simple, familiar sentences, if they are
cognates

understands some new words
introduced into familiar text, especially
but not exclusively if they are cognates

writes words and the occasional short
phrase with approximate accuracy

writes a few simple sentences from
memory with understandable accuracy

generally writes simple sentences from
memory with reasonable accuracy

R5

W1

use a dictionary
Writing
write words and phrases
from memory

W2

adapt phrases to create new
sentences

uses a writing frame and adds individual
words / short phrases to create a simple
text e.g. invitation

uses a model including words and short
phrases to create new versions (e.g.
party invitation, birthday card)

uses a model including some whole
sentences to create new version of a card
or an invitation.

W3

describe people, places,
things and actions in writing

writes a few simple sentences with
support and needs prompting about the
spelling and placement of adjectives

writes some simple sentences with
nouns and adjectives, which may / may
not be placed correctly

confidently produces sentences with
nouns and puts corresponding adjectives
in the correct place.

Grammar
G1

Gender of nouns - definite
and indefinite articles

G2

Singular and plural forms
of nouns

when prompted to notice, can identify the
meaning of ‘a / some ‘and ‘the’ within
simple sentences. often confuses their
use in own work.
needs support and prompting to focus on
the correct use of noun forms

G3

Adjectives (place and
agreement)

when unchecked, produces adjectival
phrases with very variable success

Conjugation of key verbs
(and making verbs
negative)
Connectives and qualifiers,
adverbs of time,
prepositions of place

recognises the meaning of 3rd person
singular verbs in context, especially ‘has’
and ‘is’
recognises the meaning of key time
sequencers (one day, then, next, finally)
and a few prepositions (on, under, in)

G4

G5

understands the meaning of indefinite /
definite articles in singular and plural,
some inaccuracy in own use
often uses singular and plural nouns
correctly, but may sometimes overlook
uses the most familiar adjectives and
noun combinations correctly in terms of
place and gender / number agreement
uses simple 3rd person singular verbs to
describe others (e.g. has, is)
understands all and can use in
structured tasks some sequencers and
prepositions

actively uses indefinite articles in singular
and plural and definite articles in both
singular and plural – usually able to select
the correct ones
is sensitive to the difference and usually
selects the correct form
uses independently a range of adjectives
(agreement and position) with confidence
uses 3rd person singular nouns,
particularly in story re-telling, but also in
describing others
uses sequencers in simple narration (one
day, then, next, finally). uses some
prepositions of place (on, under, in)
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Year 5 Attainment descriptors
KS2 Programme
of Study 2014

End of Year 5 (-)

End of Year 5 (=)

End of Year 5 (+)

joins in readily with simple songs and
stories, showing the ability to remember
language
listens and understands the meaning of
complex sentences made up of familiar
language
follows the text of a familiar song or story
with more detailed language and sings or
reads aloud
understands most of the words

joins in readily with simple and more
complex songs and stories, showing the
ability to remember language
listens and understands the detail of
complex sentences made up of familiar
language

asks and responds to a few familiar
questions with support

asks and answers a variety of questions
with support

produces confidently a wide range of
questions as well as answers them

S1(b)
S1(c)

Express opinions and
respond to those of others
Ask for clarification and
help

expresses likes and dislikes and can ask
‘do you like?’
signals a problem and asks for help

expresses likes and dislikes, some
opinions and reasons and asks ‘do you
like’ and ‘why do you / don’t you like?’
signals a problem, asks for help and gives
additional details when asked e.g. can
you help me? what with? number 2, the
text, the dictionary

expresses a range of opinions and
reasons and asks questions to elicit those
from others
uses a range of classroom language to
interact with the teacher and with peers

S2

Speak in sentences

speaks using simple sentences

speaks using some complex sentences
e.g. noun, adjectives, verb, adverbial
phrase

speaks often some complex sentences
e.g. noun, adjectives, verb, adverbial
phrase

S3

Describe people, places,
things and actions orally
(to a range of audiences)

says some short sentences saying what
s/he does using the 1st person

says a variety of sentences describing
what people do
e.g. what someone eats for different
meals or what sports someone plays
(uses 1st and 3rd person singular)

says a variety of sentences saying what
people do, using a variety of verbs and
persons of the verb, perhaps with a
scaffold

Listening

L1

Listen attentively and show
understanding by joining in
and responding

joins in with the words of a familiar song,
story or rhyme
listens and understands the key
vocabulary of a complex sentence

L2

Link the spelling, sound
and meaning of words

follows the simple text of a familiar song
or story and sings or reads aloud
understands some of the words

follows and understands a song or story
with more complex language

Speaking
S1(a)

Ask and answer questions
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Reading
read and show understanding
of words, phrases and
simple texts

reads and understands the meaning of a
more complex sentence, maybe with
support

reads and understands complex
sentences e.g. noun, adjectives, verb,
adverbial phrase

reads and readily understands complex
sentences e.g. noun, adjectives, verb,
adverbial phrase

R2

appreciate stories, songs,
poems and rhymes in the
language

is able to listen to / watch / read along
with short songs, stories, video clips,
poems and often sustain interest

enjoys listening to / watching target
language stories, songs etc.. and is able
to pick out and understand familiar words

engages readily with all forms of target
language input, shows curiosity and is
able of understand familiar language well

R3

read aloud with accurate
pronunciation

reads aloud some familiar words and
short phrases with good pronunciation

reads aloud confidently familiar words
observing particular pronunciation rules
(e.g. silent letters, accent/stress markers
etc.) and some unknown cognates

attempts confidently to read unfamiliar
words using phonic knowledge, with some
success

R4

understand new words that
are introduced into familiar
written material

understands some new words
introduced into familiar, short text,
particularly if they are cognates

demonstrates the ability to use cognates,
logic and some grammatical
understanding to decode the meaning of
some new words

uses a range of strategies subconsciously
to decode meaning successfully, e.g.
cognates, logic, text patterns, sentence
level understanding (i.e. looking at the
words before and after)

use a dictionary

can look up, with support, the meanings
of some nouns and adjectives and
recognise the word type found from the
codes
uses alphabetical order slowly

knows 1) the parts of the dictionary 2)
what the codes (nf, nm etc.) mean
is confident with alphabetical order
can find the meanings of new words

is confident at looking up new words
successfully in a dictionary or online
translator

as for (=) plus writes complex sentences
e.g. with a subordinate clause from
memory with understandable accuracy
uses a short paragraph, including simple,
compound and complex sentences as a
model for creating a new version

R1

R5

Writing

W1

write words and phrases
from memory

writes a few simple sentences from
memory, with understandable spelling

writes some simple and a few complex
sentences (sometimes from memory,
sometimes with a scaffold
e.g. first letter cues for each word) with
understandable accuracy

W2

adapt phrases to create new
sentences

adapts simple sentences using a
supportive frame

adapts a range of simple and complex
sentences to create new sentences
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W3

describe people, places,
things and actions in writing

writes some short sentences saying
what s/he does using the 1st person

writes a variety of sentences describing
what people do e.g. what someone eats
for different meals or what sports
someone plays (uses 1st and 3rd person
singular)

writes a variety of sentences saying what
people do, using a variety of verbs and
persons of the verb, perhaps with a
scaffold

Grammar
uses the most familiar nouns with
correct gender article, although may still
confuse definite and indefinite use
has acquired some key singular and
plural nouns and uses the most familiar
ones correctly

demonstrates awareness of different uses
of articles in English and the target
language and beginning to apply this

recognises that adjectives change
according to gender and number
sometimes uses adjectives correctly,
often when prompted

agrees adjectives in reasons after
‘because it is / they are’, remembering
with some consistency to match number
and gender.

G1

Gender of nouns - definite
and indefinite articles

G2

Singular and plural forms
of nouns

G3

Adjectives (place and
agreement)

G4

Conjugation of key verbs
(and making verbs
negative)

Uses some 1st person verb forms
correctly (mostly as learnt phrases)

G5

Connectives and qualifiers,
adverbs of time,
prepositions of place

Uses days of the week to add detail to
simple action phrases, with some
support

usually secure with use of singular and
plural forms

recognises the meaning of the subject
pronouns and their matching verb endings
in the present tense
uses a range of 1st person present tense
verbs correctly
incorporates days of the week and other
time phrases into spoken and written
expression, with some precision

demonstrates good understanding of basic
grammatical concepts regarding gender,
articles, singular and plural nouns,
adjectives (place and agreement) and
applies them in speaking and writing

has memorised the pronoun / verb
endings for regular verbs in the present
tense and uses a variety of forms with
some success
uses a wider range of time expressions
when forming sentences
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Year 6 Attainment descriptors
KS2 Programme
of Study 2014

End of Year 6 (-)

End of Year 6 (=)

End of Year 6 (+)

L1

Listen attentively and show
understanding by joining in
and responding

listens to and understands a few
complex sentences with support

listens to and understands complex sentences,
answering questions or identifying key
information

L2

Link the spelling, sound
and meaning of words

follows the simple text of a familiar song/
story & sings or reads aloud most words

follows and understands a song or story with
more complex language

asks and answers a number of basic
questions with and without support

engages in short conversations using familiar
language
expresses likes and dislikes, some opinions
and reasons and asks ‘do you like’ and ‘why
do you / don’t you like?’
signals a problem, asks for help and gives
additional details when asked e.g. can you
help me? what with? number 2, the text, the
dictionary
says complex sentences, using ‘because’ and
other subordinating conjunctions

uses complex sentences in speaking,
manipulating familiar language

speaks using a few complex sentences
using a language scaffold with support if
necessary

speaks using complex sentences e.g. with a
subordinate clause

speaks using complex sentences by
manipulating familiar language

reads and understands more complex
sentences with support

reads and understands some complex
sentences e.g. with a subordinate clause

reads and understands a variety of
complex sentences e.g. with a
subordinate clause

Listening
listens to and understands complex
sentences in passages of a few
sentences, answering questions or
identifying key information
follows and understands with
confidence a song or story with more
complex language

Speaking
S1(a)

Ask and answer questions

S1(b)
S1(c)

Express opinions and
respond to those of others
Ask for clarification and
help

S2

Speak in sentences

S3

R1

R2

Describe people, places,
things and actions orally
(to a range of audiences)
Reading
read and show understanding
of words, phrases and
simple texts
appreciate stories, songs,
poems & rhymes in the
language

expresses likes and dislikes and can ask
‘do you like?’
signals a problem and asks for help
says a few complex sentences with
support

can engage in short conversations
without support
expresses a range of opinions and
reasons and asks questions to elicit
those from others
as for (+) plus ask for other things:
e.g. can I work with..?
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R3
R4

R5

read aloud with accurate
pronunciation
understand new words that
are introduced into familiar
written material
use a dictionary

reads aloud familiar language in
sentences with reasonable accuracy
understands some new words in familiar
sentences, by using logic and/or a
dictionary
locates nouns and adjectives in a target
language dictionary with more
confidence

pronounces some unfamiliar words in a
sentence using phonic knowledge
understands new words in short, familiar texts,
using a range of strategies
uses a dictionary to research new nouns and
adjectives and use them actively in sentences
with some success

reads confidently unfamiliar words
with a high degree of accuracy
understands the gist of a simple
unfamiliar text; maybe using a
dictionary
uses a dictionary to research new
language, including some verbs, and
uses it in his/her own work

Writing
W1

write words and phrases
from memory

writes simple sentences from memory,
with understandable spelling

writes simple and some complex familiar
sentences from memory with understandable
accuracy

W2

adapt phrases to create new
sentences

uses a short, model paragraph to
produce a new paragraph with
understandable accuracy, although
there will be some omissions

uses a model paragraph to produce a new
paragraph with good accuracy

W3

describe people, places,
things and actions in writing

writes some complex sentences using a
language scaffold with support if
necessary

writes some complex sentences e.g.with a
subordinate clause by manipulating language
using a language scaffold or a bi-lingual
dictionary, with some success

writes complex sentences by
manipulating familiar language with a
high degree of accuracy

Demonstrates a good grasp of the basic
grammatical concepts encountered and
applies them

Demonstrates an excellent
understanding of the grammatical
concepts encountered and applies
them confidently in speaking and
writing

G1

Grammar
Gender of nouns - definite
and indefinite articles

G2

Singular and plural forms
of nouns

G3

Adjectives (place and
agreement)

G4
G5

Conjugation of key verbs
(& making verbs negative)
Connectives and qualifiers,
adverbs of time,
prepositions of place

knows rules of gender & article use and
applies them, when prompted to notice
recognises plural and singular nouns
and often uses them correctly, often
generalising their formation to the
addition of –s.
demonstrates improved use of adjective
position and some correct use of gender
agreement
uses ‘there is/are’ and ‘there isn’t/aren’t’
to form sentences

uses a range of common verbs, including in
the negative form, most often in the 1st person

understands complex sentences using
‘if’ and ‘because’

uses subordinating connectives ‘if’ and
‘because’

writes complex sentences by
manipulating familiar language with a
high degree of accuracy
uses a paragraph as a model to
produce a new paragraph with a high
degree of accuracy, some variation
from the model

uses a range of common verbs and
several persons of the verb
as for (=) plus demonstrates the
ability to use relative clauses (fr/sp
only)
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- I can do this with
support
= I can do this
independently most
of the time
+ I can do this
readily and with
confidence

Name
L1
L2
S1a
S1b

reads and recognises most familiar
vocabulary

S2
S3
R1

responds well to teacher prompting to
understand new words

R2

can make links to phonics and pronounce
familiar words well,

enjoys participating in stories, songs and
poems and shows the ability to retain some
of the words through repetition

can adapt model sentences to describe
things (nouns + adjectives)

S1c

uses ‘i have’ and ‘it is’ to form simple
sentences.

can answer most questions learnt

recognises written form and meaning of
known vocabulary from the spoken word

Each pupil may
show achievement
at a different level.
Indicate (-), (=) or (+)
as appropriate:

joins in confidently with most of the
actions in songs, stories and rhymes

R3
R4

can follow and adapt a model to create a few
short phrases with nouns and adjectives,
usually uses the correct indefinite article in
practice activities – independent use is more
variable
can recognise and say singular and plural
nouns, differentiating between them
able to place and agree some familiar
adjectives correctly in practice activities
uses i have / it is /they are / there is but may
confuse their meaning and use

W1
W2
W3
G3
G4

G1
G2

uses ‘and’ and ‘but’ with some confidence

substitutes and adapts noun-adjective
collocations in simple sentences.

R5

writes some known words and short phrases
from memory with understandable spelling

9.ii

Here is an example of a summative class assessment sheet for Y3. The attainment statements used are the Y3 (=) statements
from the KS2 Programme of Study above. There are many different ways to organise the collections of this information, and
teachers will want to share ideas and models to arrive at a system that fits their own school context. Teachers may also be
interested to see an example of a half-termly whole class assessment sheet template (Appendix C).

Y3 Class assessment sheet – KS2 attainment objectives

G5
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recognises written form and meaning of
known vocabulary from the spoken word

L2
S1a
S1b
S2
S3
R1

responds well to teacher prompting to
understand new words

R2

can make links to phonics and pronounce
familiar words well,

enjoys participating in stories, songs and
poems and shows the ability to retain some of
the words through repetition

reads and recognises most familiar vocabulary

can adapt model sentences to describe things
(nouns + adjectives)

S1c

uses ‘i have’ and ‘it is’ to form simple
sentences.

can answer most questions learnt

joins in confidently with most of the
actions in songs, stories and rhymes

L1
R3
R4

substitutes and adapts noun-adjective
collocations in simple sentences.
can follow and adapt a model to create a few
short phrases with nouns and adjectives,
usually uses the correct indefinite article in
practice activities – independent use is more
variable
can recognise and say singular and plural
nouns, differentiating between them
able to place and agree some familiar
adjectives correctly in practice activities
uses i have / it is /they are / there is but may
confuse their meaning and use

W1
W2
W3
G3
G4

G1
G2

uses ‘and’ and ‘but’ with some confidence

writes some known words and short phrases
from memory with understandable spelling

R5

G5
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L1
L2
S1a
S1b

reads and recognises most familiar
vocabulary

S2
S3
R1
R3
R4
R5

uses i have / it is /they are / there is but
may confuse their meaning and use
uses ‘and’ and ‘but’ with some
confidence

W1

substitutes and adapts noun-adjective
collocations in simple sentences.
can follow and adapt a model to create a
few short phrases with nouns and
adjectives,
usually uses the correct indefinite article
in practice activities – independent use is
more variable
can recognise and say singular and
plural nouns, differentiating between
them
able to place and agree some familiar
adjectives correctly in practice activities

writes some known words and short
phrases from memory with
understandable spelling

responds well to teacher prompting to
understand new words

R2

can make links to phonics and
pronounce familiar words well,

enjoys participating in stories, songs and
poems and shows the ability to retain
some of the words through repetition

can adapt model sentences to describe
things (nouns + adjectives)

can answer most questions learnt

recognises written form and meaning
of known vocabulary from the
spoken word

joins in confidently with most of the
actions in songs, stories and rhymes

uses ‘i have’ and ‘it is’ to form simple
sentences.

S1c
W2
G4
G5

W3
G1
G2
G3
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9.iii. Pupil-friendly assessment statements
These simplified assessment posters have been created using the KS2 PoS attainment
statements, the KS2 Framework for Languages, and the Common European Framework of
Reference (CEFR). Step 4 has been aligned with A1 on the CEFR, which anchors
progression within an already existing, well-respected and widely-used model of language
competence. The skills of reading and listening have been combined, as have the grammar
and vocabulary strands, whilst speaking remains separate from writing. The idea is for pupils
to recognise what they can already do, as well as what they will be able to do next. If pupils
are able to do securely what is described for Step 4 in each strand, they will have fulfilled the
expectations of the KS2 Programme of Study. These posters are available on the ALL
Progression & Transition Wiki and are fully editable.
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It is important to remember that these are just an example of one possible way to
communicate information about progression in language learning to pupils.
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10. Reporting
Once schools are secure in their systems of assessment and recording of progress at KS2,
they will want to consider how best to share this progress with parents. The whole school
policy will dictate the level of detail and format of the reporting.
Some schools may simply use one single page with all of the subjects listed separately, with
three or four progress indicator tick boxes, as in the example below:
Subject
Literacy
Numeracy
Science
Languages
Art
Music
Geography
History
ICT

below average

average

above average

well above average

Other schools may have a more detailed approach, including curriculum information about
what pupils have been learning on the same document, and reporting separately on different
skills within each subject, as in the four examples below for Spanish KS2 in each of the years
3 – 6.
Whatever the approach taken, the principles of time-efficiency (for teachers) and accessibility
(for parents and students) should be a priority.
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Report Proforma: Year 3
Name: ________________________________
For each Progress Step learners may show degrees of competence, as follows:
- I can do this with support
= I can do this independently most of the time
+ I can do this readily and with confidence
Strand
Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

Grammar

Yr

Assessment descriptor [Step 1]

Curriculum-specific achievement

3

Can understand and respond to a few familiar
spoken words and short phrases, spoken
slowly and clearly.

Can respond to greetings, register, classroom instructions,
phonics
Can join in with number video, dogs’ audiobook, and the
Hungry Caterpillar story.

3

Can ask and answer simple pre-learned
questions from memory.
Can repeat and say familiar words and short
simple phrases, using understandable
pronunciation.

Can answer questions, including greetings, names, ages,
how are you today, what is your favourite (animal).
Can describe animals and pencil case items with colours.

3

Can understand some familiar written words
and short phrases.
Can use the visual cues and context to follow
the gist of a short text.

3

Can write some single words from memory,
with plausible spelling.
Can, with support, substitute one element in a
simple phrase to vary the meaning.

3

Can use indefinite articles in the singular with
masculine and feminine nouns.
Can use the high-frequency verb forms (I have,
it is, there is/are).

-, =, +

Can identify if simple phrases are true or false in the Hungry
Caterpillar story, and the colour by numbers activity.
Can understand the gist of Los sustantivos song, Veo veo
song/game, Oso pardo story, Mochila azul story/video,
tongue twisters, Old Macdonald song
Can write on mini-white boards and/or trace on arm simple
words and phrases, e.g. descriptions of animals and words
for snacks.
Can write phrases about animals, changing either the colour
or the noun.
Can use words for ‘a’
Can say I have (tengo), I don’t have (no tengo), it is (es), it
is not (no es), there is (hay), there is not (no hay) with nouns
and adjectives in the context of animals and pencil case
items to form simple sentences.
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Report Proforma: Year 4
Name: ________________________________
For each Progress Step learners may show degrees of competence, as follows:
- I can do this with support
= I can do this independently most of the time
+ I can do this readily and with confidence
Strand

Yr

Assessment descriptor [Step 2]

Curriculum-specific achievement

Listening

4

Can understand and respond to a range of
familiar spoken words and short phrases.

Can respond to questions about birthdays, ages, dates,
time, times tables and simple calculations
Can play Hide and Seek in Spanish

Speaking

4

Can rehearse and perform short role plays on
one topic, with several exchanges and secure
pronunciation.
Can produce short pre-prepared phrases on a
familiar topic, with secure pronunciation.

Can ask / answer questions about birthdays, ages,
dates, times, simple maths.
Can say short phrases about dates and birthdays, can
describe pictures/paintings in terms of shapes and their
position, can describe hair / eyes of self and others

Reading

4

Can read and understand a range
of familiar written phrases.

Can reading and understand details on birthday
invitations, diary entries and list of things to do (to
prepare for a party)

Writing

4

Can write simple words and several short
phrases from memory with understandable
spelling.

Can write short exclamations and questions from
memory with correct punctuation (e.g. in response to
Pocoyo videos)
Can write ' My birthday es on the … of …' from memory
with accurate spelling.

Grammar

4

Can use indefinite and definite articles with
singular and plural nouns.
Can use prepositions of place and sequencers.

Can write, for example: There is a large, black square in
the middle.
He has short hair and brown eyes.

-, =, +
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Report Proforma: Year 5
Name: ________________________________
For each Progress Step learners may show degrees of competence, as follows:
- I can do this with support
= I can do this independently most of the time
+ I can do this readily and with confidence
Strand

Yr

Assessment descriptor [Step 3]

Curriculum-specific achievement

Listening

5

Can understand the main points of a short spoken
passage made up of a few familiar words and
phrases, delivered slowly and clearly.

Can understand essential likes / dislikes relating to food
and sports.
Can understand and respond to movement instructions.

5

Can ask and answer simple questions on the current
topic.
Can produce some short phrases independently
(without written support) within a familiar topic, with
good pronunciation.

Can ask/answer questions about times, meals, food likes
and dislikes, sports you do, sports you like, instruments
you play, why you like things.
Can describe actions: eating / drinking at different times,
playing sports and instruments, express opinions and give
simple reasons.

Speaking

Reading

5

Can understand familiar words and very simple
sentences.
Can use a dictionary and word list.

Can read short texts (e.g. about sports) and answer
questions to show understanding.
Can use alphabetical order, recognise and use the main
dictionary codes for nouns, and find the meanings of new
nouns.

Writing

5

Can write words, phrases and short simple
sentences from his/her repertoire from memory with
understandable spelling.

Can write sentences about what you eat when, and what
sports you do when, and what instruments you can play.

Grammar

5

Can use all persons of several regular verbs in the
present tense (with the support of a frame).

Can write sentences describing which sports or
instruments people play. Can express likes and dislikes
using a verb phrase.

-, =, +
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Report Proforma: Year 6
Name: ________________________________
For each Progress Step learners may show degrees of competence, as follows:
- I can do this with support
= I can do this independently most of the time
+ I can do this readily and with confidence
Strand

Yr

Assessment descriptor [Step 4]

Curriculum-specific achievement

Can understand a short passage made up of
familiar words and basic phrases concerning self,
people, places or simple actions when people
speak slowly and clearly.
Can ask and answer simple questions on a few
very familiar topics, including expressing opinions
and responding to those of others.
Can use simple phrases and sentences
independently to describe people, places, things
and actions, with good pronunciation.

Can understand and respond to a range of spoken
opinions heard in sentences and short text by ordering
cards, identifying positive/negative opinions and by
picking out details from short texts.
Can ask / answer about likes and dislikes on a few
topics, what the weather is like, why places/events are
well-known, and main details about particular festivals.
Can describe the key geographical features of Spain,
where things are, and the key features of famous
festivals.

6

Can understand a short text made up of short
sentences with familiar language on a familiar
topic.
Can use a dictionary or word list.

Can respond by completing gap-fill activities, cloze
activities and identifying the odd one out.
Can look up unknown nouns and adjectives, check the
gender of nouns and the spelling of familiar words.

Writing

6

Can write a short, simple text from memory, using
simple sentences from one familiar topic with
reasonable spelling.

Can express opinions, give reasons, describe places
(from memory) e.g. in a holiday postcard
Can describe actions: festivals at home and in FL
country (with support)

Grammar

6

Can use high-frequency verb forms, nouns, articles
and adjectives to form simple sentences.

Can use adjectives in reasons with agreement.
Can use the verbs to express ‘is / are’ and ‘there is/are’

Listening

6

Speaking

6

Reading

-, =, +
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11. Subject monitoring
As previously mentioned, the Language Co-ordinator has responsibility for the
planning, the quality of teaching and learning in Key Stage 2, and the levels of
achievement.
Monitoring the quality of planning, teaching and learning, and outcomes is likely to
include lesson observation as well as scrutiny of planning and pupil work.
The Co-ordinator also has a lead role in encouraging the development of good
practice through regular meetings, sharing of resources and best practice, and the
organisation of further development (CPD) activity as appropriate to teacher needs.
These aspects of management are crucial for building good relationships and
encouraging a positive ethos.
The proformas below support this monitoring work and may be easily adapted to suit
schools’ individual circumstances, as appropriate.
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Name of school here

Subject Leader’s observation of Languages
Class:
Date:
Key parts to lesson:

Lead teacher:

Lesson number (if scheme used):
Use of ICT/IWB and visual/audio-visual
resources:

Use of rhymes, games, stories, activities:

Use of book or worksheets:

Learning, progression, assessment:

Strengths:

Areas for development:
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School name here

Languages Learning Walk
Date

Focus



Class

Evidence

Further action/ideas
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Languages Learning Walk continued ….
Date

Focus



Class

Evidence

Further action/ideas
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School name here

Modern Foreign Languages Questionnaire
This questionnaire is designed to give the Language Co-ordinator a picture of
teaching and learning in your classroom and to give an opportunity for you to
feed back suggestions on what works well and what you would like to work better.

Question

Your Answer

Your Suggestions

1. How long is spent on
teaching languages in
your classroom?
2. What resources do you
find most useful?
3. What activities do you
find work well to get pupils
using the language ?
4. Do you use ICT or
the IWB for audio-visual
materials (for example)?
5. Do you feel the scheme
of work enables you to
plan for progression?
6. Do you share ideas
and resources with other
teachers?
7. Does the languagelearning link with other
learning your pupils do?
8. Have your pupils
pursued their learning
creatively or outside the
classroom?
9. Do your pupils learn
about culture as well as
language?
10. What resources or
training would you like to
have?
Thank you for completing this questionnaire.

Languages Subject Leader
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Pupil Questionnaire - Languages
Please answer these questions to help us find out about
what you think about learning languages.
1. What do you enjoy most about learning languages?

2. What type of activities helped you learn best?

3. Why do you think it is important to learn a language?

4. How often do you manage to use some of the words you are learning during a normal day?

5. How much progress have you made in learning a language?

6. What do you think you need to learn next?

7. What would you like to do more of, to help you learn a language?

8. Any other comments:

Name: ........................................................................
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Record of Staff Training – Languages

Name of School: ____________________________

This document is a log of the training staff have taken part in to develop teaching of languages.
This includes training in language competence or teaching strategies, network meetings attended and collaborative work undertaken.

Date:

Staff Members:

Provider /
Nature of event:

Focus:

Evaluation / Outcomes / Sharing / Impact
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Name of School
Languages Meeting Minutes

Date:

Present:
Apologies:
Action points from previous meeting:

Agenda Point 1.

Action Points:

Agenda Point 2.

Action Points:

Agenda Point 3.

Action Points:

AOB:

Date of next meeting:
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12. Leadership and development
Although many primary schools around the country have been successfully delivering
languages for a number of years, the change to a compulsory curriculum and the ambitious
Programme of Study (PoS) have left some schools with a challenging task.
This section aims to outline the leadership and development processes necessary for longterm success in embedding the PoS across the curriculum.
i. Languages Development Plan
It is important to strategically plan the implementation of the new Languages PoS, not in case
of an OFSTED inspection, but to quality assure the delivery of the curriculum (see Section 7:
Curriculum provision) and linguistic progression across Years 3-6.
You will find a simple template Languages Development Plan for schools beginning to
implement the new PoS on the ALL Progression & Transition Wiki. Additionally, there are
further examples of Languages Development Plan templates available online. The links
below include examples of additional planning documents that may prove useful:
 Talk About Primary MFL: Policies & Planning
 Entrusted: Example Action Plan
ii. CPD, local and national networks
There is no need to work in isolation. There are now a great many ALL Primary Hubs around
the country; local networks belonging to the national membership organisation ALL (The
Association for Language Learning). These local hubs provide opportunities to keep up-todate with practice around the country, national policy changes, free resources available to
teachers, and with news of opportunities. They also provide training on specific aspects of
languages pedagogy.
The Association for Language Learning offers special membership rates for primary schools.
As well as the regular CPD sessions for teachers at regional hub level, ALL organises a
national two-day conference, Language World, each year to update teachers on policy,
pedagogy and new resources. Many sessions are dedicated to primary languages
pedagogy.
ALL has also compiled the fantastic ALL Connect Blog for KS2 and KS3 teachers with
downloadable resources for in-house training sessions and information on all aspects of the
new PoS. In addition there are five wikis with a wide range of resources to support teaching:
these include the ALL Literature Wiki, with a wide range of texts accompanied by instructions
and lessons plans for a variety of languages; the ALL Grammar Wiki; the ALL Speaking Wiki;
the ALL Writing & Translation Wiki and the ALL Progression & Transition Wiki.
There is a variety of CPD available at both local and national level. Many of the main
publishers are now offering courses and resources to support their publications, but it is
always worth making contact initially with the local secondary school to see what possible
collaboration there could be.
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Lots of secondary language departments are keen to develop transition projects such as
Language Leaders as well as offer a range of support to primary partners.
The Network for Languages is an independent alliance of universities which is regionally
based. It works through links with language ambassadors in schools, colleges and
businesses to create a network of regional centres to achieve nationwide provision.
Social media now provide excellent support networks for language teachers, providing ideas
and sharing experiences and resources. On Twitter, the MFL Twitterati has amassed a large
following and now includes a Dropbox to share resources.
iii. Subject enhancement
There are a number of ways to provide subject enhancement to teachers and below are a list
of main organisations with corresponding web-links. It is also a good idea to contact local
secondary schools and colleges who may be able to provide language courses and / or
support for adults.
Erasmus+ (previously Comenius) can provide European funding for educational training and
exchange visits for teachers and staff to attend a language course abroad.
For German, the UK-German Connection provides a range of funding for partnership projects
including ‘Host a Teacher from Germany’ which could be used to support subject
enhancement. Also for German, the Goethe Institut provides a wide range of general
language courses for different levels as well as teacher-specific courses in the UK or in
Germany.
For French, the Alliance Française and Institut Français provide a network of French courses
as well as cultural events and cross-cultural collaborations.
For Spanish, the Consejería de Educación provides a range of resources for primary schools
as well as Spanish language courses with some particularly designed for primary and
secondary teachers. Also for Spanish, the Instituto Cervantes provides a range of language
courses and teacher training courses.
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Development Plan – Primary Languages

(adapted from http://www.thegrid.org.uk/learning/mfl/ks1-2/toolkit/documents/pl_development_plan.doc)

Title: To prepare for the KS2 Languages Programme of Study
Leader: Language Co-ordinator
Context: To plan and implement the PoS based on one hour per week languages for all students in Key Stage 3-6
Actions 2016 - 2019
Desired Impact on Learning
Roll out of programme


Implement a scheme of work for French using
chosen resources (for examples, see Appendix
A: Scheme of work sample Year 3 French
module 1 Greetings & Appendix B: Scheme of
work sample Year 3 French module 1
Greetings)



To implement a staged roll-out programme



Audit staff confidence and capabilities in
languages



To enrich the pupils’ learning in a broad
curriculum in which languages contribute to
and are informed by the KS2 PoS.

2016 - 2017



Pupils learn how to use languages to enable
rapid access to ideas and experiences from a
wide range of people, communities and
cultures

2017 - 2018



Increased capability in the use of languages
promoting initiative and independent learning
encouraging diversity within society

2018 - 2019

Resources
(see Appendix E: Resources)




Timetabled weekly 30 minute discrete lesson
using chosen resources
Ensure teachers incorporate a further 30
minutes of integrated teaching
Planning, lesson observation, pupil interviews,
staff + parent questionnaire

Yr 3 objectives
Yr 4 objectives
Yr 4 objectives
Yr 4 objectives
Yr 3 objectives
Yr 4 objectives
Yr 5 objectives
Yr 5 objectives
Yr 3 objectives
Yr 4 objectives
Yr 5 objectives
Yr 6 objectives

Assessment & Progression

CPD

Use the teacher and student assessment sheets
(See Section 9: Assessment for documents).

 School to join Association for Language
Learning (ALL)
 In-house training -staff meeting time given
over to sharing good practice, increasing
staff knowledge and confidence.
 Attend LA training as appropriate.

Monitoring Arrangements


Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6

Evaluation Arrangements




Staff meetings and INSET to discuss the
progress towards meeting the PoS
Staff audit of language skills
Review of materials as they are introduced

Budget Costs
Year 1 - £
Year 2 - £
Year 3 - £
Year 4 - £
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13. International links & other
opportunities
International links and partnerships are a really good way to heighten the profile of
languages in your school (and to support subject enhancement) by bringing
language learning to life.
The British Council:
 Connecting Classrooms: Partnering with a foreign school can help to
support subject knowledge development as well as providing a cultural link
and real purpose for learning. The British Council is the best place to find a
link school through its Schools Online and E-Twinning sites. Using these
sites it is possible to search or advertise for potential partner schools as well
as setting up online joint projects and activities. There is also a database of
example projects and project templates with resources linking to a range of
cross-curricular topics.
 International School Award: The British Council is also the place to find out
how to apply for the prestigious International School Award. This award has
three levels: Foundation, Intermediate and Full Award. Each level has
criteria that schools must fulfil by providing an online written action plan and
evaluation documentation.
 Erasmus+: As well the International School Award, the British Council assists
schools to apply for European funding for partnership and foreign mobility
projects through the Erasmus+ scheme (formally Comenius). To access
Erasmus+ funding, a rather lengthy application must be completed although
the British Council staff are available to support schools through the
applications process.
The Foreign Language Assistant Programme:
The Foreign Language Assistant Programme is co-ordinated by the British Council
and is an international scheme which facilitates the employment and hosting of
native speakers of Chinese, French, German, Irish, Italian, Russian or Spanish by
UK schools. The majority of assistants are young and out-going university students,
mostly language students and trainee teachers. There is a set period of appointment
for language assistants (01 October to 31 May: 35 weeks). Language Assistants
may be contracted on a standard 12 hour per week contract, or alternatively on a
fixed hourly rate. It is possible to share an FLA with another school, thus reducing
the cost.
The UK-German Connection:
The UK-German Connection can help to find a German partner-school and also
provides bursaries for teacher and student visits. There is also a primary-focused
‘Bears’ project which is a free three-week bilateral programme, It not only puts
pupils in touch with Alex, the teddy bear from Germany, but also with a German
school class.
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14. Raising the profile of languages
In any primary school, there is a lot going on! Listed below are some tried and tested
ways of raising the profile of languages in any primary school in order to engage
learners, raise achievement and ensure enjoyment of language learning for staff and
students alike.
Around school:
 Signs in the target language around school (e.g. Push / Pull)
 Language display in reception including languages studied, flags of target
language countries in reception, photo of partner school (if possible) in TL
country
 Photos / art work of TL countries displayed.
 Canteen menus in both English and TL.
 Student Planner / Diary to have TL key words section, reference to TL
learning websites and ideas for learning TL.
Parents:
The key point here is, whatever you are doing make it high profile. Let parents know
via email, parent mail, newsletter, twitter, blogs, student planner, parent assemblies,
parents’ evenings… It is crucial that parents are informed of all language
opportunities and events. As primary parents tend to visit the school site very
regularly, the high profile displays in the reception area are a major factor in raising
the profile of language learning. Ensure language learning is mentioned prominently
on the school website and that there is reference to the Scheme of Work and how
languages are taught etc. Why not have a ‘word of the week’ on the website that is
shared with pupils in their classes? Students’ best languages work could be posted
online on a fortnightly basis. In order to involve parents in enriching the curriculum,
one suggestion would be to invite parents who speak a language other than English
at home to deliver a session in their home language to pupils at KS2 level. This
could be on an ad-hoc basis or as part of an international day or week.
In classrooms:
 Maintain standardised language displays in each classroom showing key
words and information.
 Nominate one student (on a rotational basis) Language Monitor whose job it is
to update displays and write the date in the TL each day.
 It is incredibly effective when all teachers to commit to integrate TL into daily
school practice (e.g. to take the register in TL; to give key instructions in the
TL; to ask students if having packed lunch/ canteen lunch in the TL; write date
in English and TL), to ask students to share their most recent TL learning.
 Hold regular assemblies with a TL theme and language content.
Special events:
Use calendar events to give a theme to specific days, events, lessons and displays.
Use a special occasion each month to highlight TL cultural event (see appendix D).
For example, 14 July (Fête Nationale) is a great opportunity to fly the flag for all
things French!
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Here are some ideas:
 pupils and teachers could wear French themed costumes;
 all staff can greet students with ‘Bonjour’;
 parents could be invited in to sample French food in the canteen renamed
Café Français; students and staff would order in French. Prior to the day, all
classes will have prepared the vocabulary needed for the activities in their
French lessons.
 pupils could be taught lessons on the theme of the French Revolution.
 a follow up assembly could be used to give pupils the opportunity to share
their work.
Collaboration with secondary schools:
Ideally lines of communication should exist between KS2 and KS3 teachers already.
If this is not the case, it is a priority to establish contact, whether by email, phone,
writing a letter or even setting up a visit to the school. Colleagues can sometimes be
hard to reach but it is worth persevering, as an initial contact name and email /
phone number is the first step towards any meaningful form of collaboration. Even a
relatively small collaborative project can do a lot to raise the profile of languages
amongst students, parents and governors.
Language Leaders:
Once in contact, there are many ideas of how to set up exciting and interactive
activities and projects which will ultimately help primary learners to transition more
seamlessly to KS3, but will also undoubtedly enhance the profile of languages.
One of the most effective activities, schools have reported, is a visit from KS3/4
pupils to KS2. The Language Leaders Programme offers a structured framework for
such visits. Pupils who sign up to the programme, typically Y9 or Y10 pupils,
undertake to plan and deliver language lessons to younger learners as a key part of
this leadership award. Over several years, a real impact is observed, as primary
pupils aspire to apply for the Language Leader Programme when they move to
secondary school. This is evidently a win-win situation on many levels! Primary
school pupils are keen to learn from older pupils from their future secondary school,
some of whom they may know already. The experience establishes a tangible link
with and interest in the next phase of their education; meeting and working with older
pupils takes away some of the trepidation they might otherwise experience and helps
them to feel already a part of the secondary school learning community. Ultimately it
also raises the status of the languages as well as enhancing learning and
achievement. There is no reason why this programme could not be adapted for
primary schools, to enable Year 6 student to become Language Leaders to Year 3.
Taster days:
Although complicated and costly to organise, taster days are a great way to
collaborate across phases and raise profile of languages in both schools. KS2 pupils
visiting their future secondary school is always a positive step in minimising potential
anxiety and encouraging smoother transition.
Pupils could try out a new language / a new language learning experience for a
lesson / morning. Alternatively they might do a workshop in a chosen aspect of the
target language culture: music, dance, art, or cooking.
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This is also a great opportunity for cross-curricular collaboration within the secondary
school too. Involving KS2 staff in the planning and review of such days is key.
Collaboration with partner schools:
It can be very positive to incorporate primary school visits into secondary school
exchange programmes. This is another very effective way of helping KS2 learners
feel a part of the life of the secondary school, when for example, older French pupils
from the secondary school languages exchange lead them in a variety of language
learning activities.
For some primary schools, this can be a stepping stone to establishing international
links of their own. This is to be recommended highly in raising languages’ profile in
schools. Regular communication (letter writing / emails / Skype) can build curiosity
and interest as well as increasing communicative skills in the language.
Inter-school competitions:
Inter-school competitions and activities are another way of encouraging collaboration
and raising the profile. Language days or weeks, perhaps as part of European Day
of Languages celebrations around the 26 September, might contain a Languages
Quiz for all form groups to complete, as a part of the secondary school’s inter-house
or inter-form competition. Including feeder primary schools in this quiz and reporting
their results as a school and as individual classes alongside the other form groups /
houses, would help feeder schools to feel a part of school life.
Shared resources:
Another example to raise the profile and to support smoother transition for KS2-3
would be for KS3 pupils to create a learning resource which KS2 pupils can use and
assess, thus encouraging the KS2 pupils to feel valued and included.
For example, Year 7 pupils create a children’s book using prepositions, with the
premise of looking for a hidden toy / pet / person in a room and / or house:
‘Où est Bobo?
Est-il sous la table?
Non!’ etc etc…’.
The story is read and assessed by Year 5 pupils for quality of interest, artistic
appeal, language, etc. The MFL Storybird website provides an excellent way for
pupils to create and share foreign language stories.
Film and drama
Other events that work well to raise the languages profile and to bring pupils together
through languages involve film and / or drama. Primary schools can be invited to
bring pupils to the secondary school to watch a touring theatre company production,
or to watch KS3 foreign language drama performances. In addition the organisation
Into Film organises free foreign language film viewings in local cinemas to which
partner primary and secondary schools could be jointly invited.
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Appendix A: Scheme of work Year 6
Scheme of work sample Year 3 French module 1 Greetings
Y3 Module 1 Lesson 1
Learning objective
 O3.2 Recognise and
respond to sound
patterns and words
 O3.4 Listen attentively
and understand
instructions, everyday
classroom language and
praise words
 L3.1 Recognise
some familiar words in
written form
 L3.2 Make links
between some
phonemes, rhymes and
spellings, and read aloud
familiar words
 KAL Imitate
pronunciation of sounds.
Notice the spelling of
familiar words.
Recognise conventions
of politeness.
 LLS Use the context of
what they see / read to
determine some of the
meaning. Recognise
conventions of
politeness. Recognise
words which the teacher
mouths silently.

Possible Teaching Activities

Points to note

Warm Up / Activity 1
 Begin by showing the children a map of France and discuss ways of travelling to France.
Y3Module1SmartboardLesson1 slides 2 and 3. Discuss some similarities and differences if any of
the children have had experience of French culture. This discussion is in English. Discuss nonverbal communication.
Activity 2
 Greet the whole class with bonjour and cup ear as if expecting the children to say bonjour. Do
circular action with hand to indicate that class should repeat; teacher also says répétez.
 Say je m’appelle + name and point to yourself. Show je m’appelle on the board
Y3Module1SmartboardLesson1 slide 6. Say that you are going to ask the whole class their names
and that they are to call out je m’appelle + their names.
 Put the puppet on your hand and greet with “bonjour + name”. Puppet replies: bonjour monsieur /
madame.
 Say écoutez (cup ear to indicate that the children need to listen) and regardez (hold your hands
around eyes to indicate watch)
 Play the opening and end scene of Pilote Moi so that the children hear bonjour and au revoir OR
Earlystart CD1 – bonjour + au revoir sections
 Discuss how the children in the video clip say hello (bonjour/salut). Explain that salut! Is more
informal, like ‘hi’.
Activity 3
 Practise greetings vocab from Activity 2 as a class (Y3Module1SmartboardLesson1 slides 4-9)
 Emphasise pronunciation of ‘on’ ‘j’ and ‘r’ (repeat ‘on’ holding nose, ‘j’ and ‘r’ almost gargling –
have fun miming this T-C and P-P.
 Pupils in pairs say bonjour (+ name). Pretend to be their own father / mother and then greet each
other using bonjour monsieur / madame plus surname.
 Say levez-vous & raise your hands up to indicate that the children should stand up.
 Play some music from Chantez Plus Fort (karaoke CD) as the children walk around the class.
When the music stops they greet each other using French conventions of shaking hands and kissing
both cheeks, (or ‘kissing air’ if preferred!)
 Say asseyez-vous and indicate with your hands that the children should sit down.
 Wave and say bonjour to individuals and look away to say au revoir

 This discussion
can be continued
later in the week.
 Written
vocabulary is
included in the
Y3Module1
Smartboard
Lesson1 if
required (slides
4-9)
 Use classroom
Instruction
vocabulary as
appropriate
throughout the
lesson.

Success
criteria
 Children
are able to
recognise
and begin to
use French
greetings

Resources
 Y3
Module1
Smart
board
Lesson1
 Pilote1 Moi or
Early start
CD1
 Puppet
 Chantez
Plus Fort
(karaoke
CD)

 New vocab is
included in the
Y3Module1Smart
board Lesson1
presentation if
required (slides
13-14)
 Use classroom
Instruction vocab
as appropriate
throughout the
lesson.
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Plenary
 Mouth some of the vocabulary covered in the lesson and ask the children to work out what the
French word might be.

Y3 Module 1 Lesson 2
Learning objective
 O3.1 Listen and
respond to simple
rhymes, stories and
songs
 O3.2 Recognise and
respond to sound
patterns and words
 O3.4 Listen attentively
and understand
instructions, everyday
classroom language and
praise words
 L3.1 Recognise
some familiar words in
written form
 L3.2 Make links
between some
phonemes, rhymes and
spellings, and read aloud
familiar words
 KAL Recognise how
sounds are represented
in written form.
Notice the spelling of
familiar words.
 LLS Use actions and
rhymes and play games
to aid memorisation

Possible Teaching Activities

Points to note

Warm Up
 Teacher starts off with Je m’appelle ……..et toi? Smartboard Y3Module1 Lesson1 slide 6.
Continue around the class, each child repeating and asking the next - teacher models again if
required.
 Remind children of salut as alternative greeting: salut Thierry / any pupil’s name’ but
bonjour monsieur / madame.
 Use Smartboard Y3Module1Lesson1 – slides 10-12. Ask children to try and write what they
think the greeting might be on small whiteboards. Reveal
answers to check.
Activity 1
 If you have internet access:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryfrench/index_flash.shtml Play the cartoon
presentation ‘Hello, how are you?’ which revises greetings and introduces ça va?/ ça va, ça
va bien, ça va mal, merci! Play the game ‘how are you? from the same site.
 If you don’t have internet access:
Use the puppet to introduce ça va?/ ça va, ça va bien, ça va mal, merci! Use Smartboard
Y3Module1Lesson2and3 as electronic flashcards.
 Repeat q/a around the class with children greeting the puppet first and then ask the children
to do the role play in pairs.
 Remind children that they could develop their dialogue by adding bonjour / salut / au revoir /
comment tu t’appelles / je m’appelle ……
Activity 2
 Introduce the song from Rhythm and Rhyme p.9 section 4. Smartboard Y3Module1Lesson2
slide 2
 Sing as a whole class activity and then in pairs adding actions such as facing each other
when saying bonjour, questioning faces when asking Comment ça va? and looking away
when saying au revoir.
 If Rhythm and Rhyme not available, children (in pairs) to make up a short greetings song to
the tune of Frère Jacques adding actions such as facing each other when saying bonjour,
questioning faces when asking Comment ça va? and looking away when saying au revoir.
Plenary
 Show speech bubbles from SmartboardY3Module1Lesson2and3 slides 4-6 and
Smartboard Y3Module1Lesson1 slides 10 – 12 or hold up individual printed speech
bubbles and ask children to do an appropriate action.

 Talk about
difference between
formal and informal
greetings; which is
appropriate when.

 The word écoutez
loses its accent when
written with a capital
letter, although
pronunciation stays the
same.
 Slides from
Y3Module1 Smart
boardLesson2 can be
printed off and used as
flashcards or for
display.

Success
criteria
 Children
are able to
recognise
and begin
to use ça
va?/ ça
va, ça va
bien, ça
va mal

Resources
 Smart
board
Y3Module1
Lesson1
 Smartboard
Y3Module1
Lesson2and3
 Internet
access if
available
for Activity 1
 Puppet
 Rhythm
and
Rhyme
book if
available

 Use classroom
instruction vocabulary
as appropriate
throughout the lesson.
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Y3 Module 1 Lesson 3
Learning objective Possible Teaching Activities
Warm Up
 O3.1 Listen and
respond to simple
 Use actions and Smartboard Y3Module1 Lesson2and3 slides 4-6 and
rhymes, stories and
Smartboard Y3Module1Lesson1 slides 10 – 12 to recap greetings.
songs
Ask confident children to act out the greetings for the rest of the class to
guess.
 O3.3 Perform
simple
communicative
Activity 1
tasks using single
words, phrases and  Sing the rhyme p.9 (4) from Rhythm and Rhyme again
short sentences
Y3Module1SmartboardLesson2and3 slide 2
 L3.1 Recognise
 Use Smartboard Y3Module1SmartboardLesson2and3 slide 3 and ask
some familiar words
children to select correct word from word bank to fill gaps.
in written form
 KAL Imitate
pronunciation of
Activity 2
sounds.
 Remind children of ça va? and responses ça va by doing a thumbs up
Recognise how
action and a happy face and ça ne va pas! by doing a thumbs down
sounds are
action and sad face. Get the class to call out correct phrase when you
represented in
ask ça va? with thumbs up and thumbs down.
written form.
 Children practise asking how they are feeling in pairs around the class.
Notice the spelling
of familiar words
 LLS Use gestures Plenary
to show they
 Allocate a word covered so far to each child. Each word will be repeated
understand.
depending on size of the group. Call out the words in random order and
Look at the face of
ask children to stand up and sit down when they hear their word.
the person
speaking and listen
attentively.
Practise new
language with a
friend and outside
the classroom
Use the context of
what they see/read
to determine some
of the meaning

Points to note

 Children can use
capital letters as
clues to help if
necessary

Success criteria
 Children are able
to use ça va as a
question and give an
appropriate
response

Resources
 Smartboard Y3Module1
Lesson1
 Smartboard Y3Module1
Lesson2and3
 Rhythm and Rhyme
book if available

 Tell the children
that ç with a
cedilla makes an
S sound

 Use classroom
instruction
vocabulary as
appropriate
throughout the
lesson.
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Y3 Module 1 Lesson 4
Learning objective Possible Teaching Activities
 O3.2 Recognise
Warm Up
and respond to
sound patterns and  Sing the Bonjour, bonjour rhyme as a whole class activity Smartboard
words
Y3Module1Lesson2and3 – slide 2.
 O3.4 Listen
 Ask confident children to perform in pairs from memory.
attentively and
understand
instructions,
Activity 1
everyday classroom  Use mobile phone picture Smartboard Y3Module1Lesson1 – slide 16 to
language and
teach convention of ‘âllo’ as telephone greeting
praise words
 Conduct a model dialogue using the vocabulary on greetings and ça va?
 IU 3.3 Identify
with a puppet or an adult in the room. Conduct the conversation with
social conventions
the whole class acting as one person and you as the other.
at home and in
other cultures
 KAL Imitate
Activity 2
pronunciation of
 Play ‘pass the parcel’ with 2 (defunct) mobile phones (or use pictures of
sounds.
phones) which are passed around to music. When music stops the 2
Recognise
pupils with the mobiles have a short exchange.
conventions of
politeness.
 LLS Practise new Plenary
language with a
 Throw the foam dice to a child. Ask him/her to recall the number of words
friend and outside
the dice rolls on. Repeat with more children.
the classroom

Points to note

 Use song as
model for
conversation if
necessary.

Success criteria
 Children are able
to answer a
telephone in an
appropriate manner

Resources
 Smartboard Y3Module1
Lesson1
 Smartboard Y3Module1
Lesson2and3
 Defunct mobile phones
 Pictures of phones
 Music CD
 Foam dice

 Keep reminding
the class of the
simple commands
learnt so far and
incorporate into
everyday
classroom
language
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Y3 Module 1 Lesson 5
Learning objective Possible Teaching Activities
 O3.1 Listen and
Warm Up
respond to simple
rhymes, stories and  Use the noughts and crosses game in Smartboard Y3Module1Lesson5
songs
 O3.3 Perform
Activity 1
simple
communicative
 Play the song – Bonjour, ça va? (Chantez Plus Fort p.7). Smartboard
tasks using single
Y3Module1SongBonjourCava - slides 6 and 7
words, phrases and
Allow the children to listen to the entire song.
short sentences
Ask the children to do a silly action such as wiggling their fingers with
thumb on nose each time they hear ça va. Listen to song again.
 L3.2 Make links
Children to think of other suitable actions for the greetings vocabulary in
between some
the song
phonemes, rhymes
and spellings, and
read aloud familiar
words
Activity 2
 KAL Notice the
 Children sing the song and do actions as well. Smartboard
spelling of familiar
Y3Module1SongBonjourCava
words.
 Using Y3Module1SongBonjourCava - slides 8 and 9, children complete
Imitate
the gapped song text, listening to the song again if necessary.
pronunciation of
sounds.
 LLS Use actions
Plenary
and rhymes and
 Play Jacques a dit (Simon says) with the class using the language and
play games to aid
actions encountered so far.
memorisation.
e.g. Bonjour = action of shaking hands
Salut! = action of waving to say hi there!
When someone does the action at the wrong time say Eliminé(e)!

Points to note

 Keep reminding
the class of the
simple commands
learnt so far and
incorporate into
everyday
classroom
language

Success criteria
 Children are able
to join in with the
song and complete
the gapped text

Resources
 Smartboard
Y3Module1Lesson5
 Chantez Plus Fort
 Smartboard Y3Module1
SongBonjourCava

 Remind the
children that ç with
a cedilla makes an
S sound.
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Y3 Module 1 Lesson 6
Learning objective Possible Teaching Activities
 O3.1 Listen and
Warm Up
respond to simple
rhymes, stories and  Play and sing the song Bonjour ça va from Chantez Plus Fort as a whole
songs
class activity Smartboard Y3Module1SongBonjourCava – slides 6 and 7.
.
 O3.4 Listen
attentively and
Activity 1
understand
instructions,
 Make finger puppets using the templates in Rhythm and Rhyme p.60.
everyday classroom
If you don’t have time to do this then children can draw the bird faces on
language and
their fingers.
praise words
 Using their own puppets the children can perform Deux Petits Oiseaux in
 L3.1Recognise
groups, then in pairs and finally confident volunteers can perform in front
some familiar words
of the class from memory
in written form
 If you have a contact with a school abroad you could video or create a
 L3.3 Experiment
PowerPoint to send, of the children making the puppets. The
with the writing of
accompanying instructions can be in English.
simple words
OR
If Rhythm and Rhyme not available children can learn and present Les
 KAL Notice the
Salutations rap from Français Français CD1 –track 1
spelling of familiar
words.
Recognise question
Activity 2
forms and
negatives.
 Use the writing worksheet to encourage the children to write with
support.
 LLS Write new
More able children can try and write a similar conversation of their own.
words.
IU3.4 Make indirect
or direct contact
with the
country/countries
Plenary
where the language  Watch Earlystart sections on greetings
is spoken

Points to note

 The text for
Deux Petits
Oiseaux is not
included to avoid
copyright issues
for those schools
that do not have
the book.
 This is the
French equivalent
of Two Little Dicky
Birds (sitting on a
wall)

Success criteria
 Children complete
writing worksheet
with support if
necessary.

Resources
 Smartboard Y3Module1
SongBonjourCava
 Rhythm and Rhyme
book if available or
Français Français CD1
 Y3Module-Writingwork
sheet
 Earlystart CD 1

 Encourage the
children to do as
much as they can
using the songs
etc. as models to
help
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Appendix B: Scheme of work Year 6
Scheme of work sample Year 6 Autumn Term: Year 6 French – Lesson plans for Autumn Term.
Subject:

French

Based on Expo 1 Unit 3

Class: all year 6 classes

Date: September 2015 (New version updated)

Key learning intention:
To gain an awareness of the geography of France and the extent to which French is spoken around the world and
has influenced the culture of other countries.

Notes:
Support: Vocabulary provided at the start of each chapter.
Challenge sections for more able.

Key vocabulary, general questions, text features, cross curriculum links:
Links with maths (sums), links with Geography when looking at different cultures and places in France,
developing presentation skills in spoken work, PLTS in numbers section and SMSC in Geography, French
speaking countries and cultures.
Resources for all lessons

Use the powerpoint, but remember you can also project pages from
the workbook in class e.g. maps etc.

1.

Video and activities http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects/z39d7ty

These lesson outlines are just suggestions. Feel free to use your own
resources and ideas but please teach to the objectives indicated.

2.

Videos set in France: http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryfrench/en_france_all_flash.shtml

PHONICS: Use the phonics booklets

3.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/primarylanguages/french/all_about_me/

4.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryfrench/songs_all.shtml

HOMEWORK: A learning homework of 5-10 pieces of vocabulary
should be set every other week from the homework vocabulary
sheet.

Introduction

Main activities

1 and 2) To revise
key vocabulary
covered in y5

Recap of Q &A
from year 5

3) To understand
the basic
geography of
France. To learn
the compass
points in French.

La géo de la
France – what is
the link between
the places on slide
1? Where are
they?

 Introductions and recap
of Q and A from y5
 Practise classroom
instructions
 Numbers
 Number games as ice
breakers
 Use the powerpoint /
atlas / internet to assist
the pupils in labelling the
map
 Introduce the compass
points

Independent
activity (4)
Pupils practise Q
and A in pairs

Extension (5)

P5, 6, 7 complete
the booklet label
compass points,
true / false. Use
the IWB chart.

Q & A pupils ask
each other where a
place is and reply
with a direction.
More able use 8
compass directions

Some pupils
demonstrate their
conversations in
front of the rest of
the class

Support (incl.
LSA)
Single word
answers not full
sentences

Plenary

Resources

Notes

Recap of Q & A

NMS y6 first
lesson 2104

Less able
pupils focus on
4 compass
directions.

Videos of
geography and
places in France
– slide 12.

Pp la geo de la
France KW
Compass
directions flip
chart.
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4) To learn which
countries border
France.

Recap compass
directions form last
lesson with the
IWB chart.

Discuss the neighbouring
countries using the pp.

5 and 6) To say
where I live
To say where it is
near
To say what kind
of area it is

Look at key words
using dictionary
and predict what
topic is

Use pp OUHABITESTUKO to introduce vocab.

7 and 8) Speaking
assessment on
where I live
To revise topics
covered recently.
9 and 10) To learn
some countries
where French is
spoken
To understand
what ‘la
francophonie’ is
To understand why
French is spoken
in different
countries
11 and 12) To
understand a film
in French To
identify vocabulary
used in this film
To become aware
of French speaking
countries in Africa.

Recap of Ou
habiites tu? Pupils
should have done
this in y5.
This should have
been prepared in
the previous
lesson/s

Where is French
spoken outside
France?
Picture starters
from KO pp
Wordsearch
Quizzes on each
powerpoint.

Pp kirikou y6
Pupils complete
multiple choice
quiz

 Map labelling
and colouring.
 Pp song
boarding
countries
 Wordsearch
and word jumble
Ecouter 1 p44
expo 1
Prepare their
answers to the
questions for the
speaking
assessment.

Ideally pupils revise
recent topics in the ICT
room and then each pupil
comes forward to
complete the
conversation
 The video: Countries
that have French as one
of their official languages:
Without the Monty Python
section at the start Quiz
about French speaking
countries in mixed groups
(either pp)
 Introduction of countries
on slide. Pupils write
down 10 French speaking
countries in French /
English.
Basic pp summary pupils
may be able to guess
some of the blanks

www.linguascope
.com beginner >
les pays / les
nationalities
www.linguafun.e
u
Use the expo
book.

Complete the gap fill
with compass
directions.

Map colouring

Mini whiteboard
spelling of
countries.

Bordering
countries pp

Extra phrases
provided. Pupils use
dictionary to extend.
More able write their
own conversation
with extra details

Less able can
just label
J’habite à….

Self assessment
slide 39

Pp
OUHABITEST
U-KO

www.languagesonlin
e.org.uk

Linguascope
only

Pupils draw flag and
write about a French
speaking country.

In the listening
just write the
county.

You will need the
ipads to do this.

In the reading
pupils just write
one sentence
for each person
e.g. Avril habite
au Canada.
Habib habit en
Tunsie.

Song
Where I live
help sheet

Lire 4 p 45
Ecouter 5 p45
(table in book)

There is a quiz
on each pp

Watch film. Stop
at certain points
and discuss.

Activity 1: match key
words and pictures
Activity 2: Sort the
vocabulary into
things you see and
things you hear
Activity 3: Describing
a family member

Just activity 1
and just label
family names in
Activity 3.

Where I live
help sheet

Key learning
outcomes of
independent
learning
discussed as
class.
Pop video
showing many
different French
speaking
countries: What
are the
similarities and
differences
between the
countries?

Activity 4: Listen
to the song and
complete the
gaps

Homework
to learn their
answers to
the
questions
for the
speaking
assessment

Pp la
francophonie
KW2
(This is the
main one)
Pp La
francophonie
KO

Pp KIRIKOU in
y6 French
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13) To understand
some key
vocabulary about
Christmas
To discuss
Christmas
traditions in France
and how they are
different to UK
14) To understand
a Christmas song
and a Christmas
story in French

Discuss Christmas
traditions in
different countries.
You may wish to
refer to. Use pp
Christmas in
France information

Introduce Christmas
vocab using the
powepoints –frecnh xmas
and french xmas 2

Complete the
activities –
Match up
pictures,
wordsearch with
dictionary,
crossword from
French into
English

Pp French xmas
vocab and mini
quiz

Watch and read the story
Le bonhomme the neige
magique (the magic
snowman).

Discuss the story
and note key
vocabulary.

Recap xmas vocab
and mini quiz

www.linguafun.eu
Le bonhomme de neige
magique
Go thorugh the
vocabulary on the flash
cards. Copies made see
KW.

It is not
necessary for the
pupil or the
teacher to
understand every
word in order to
understand the
story.

Pupils may
prefer to make
a Christmas
card in French

Complete any
activities form last
lesson not
completed in the
workbook

Practise merry
xmas and happy
new year
greeting in
French
Joueux Noel et
Bonne Année

Ppfrench xmas
Ppfrench xmas
2

https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v
=0AVr25h7cp4

Pp xmasvocab
and mini quiz

Listen to the
carol discuss the
translation and
sing along in
French

Review the story
for a second
time.
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Appendix C: Assessment template
Sample unit by unit assessment template

Autumn Term [1]

Class / Year:

At the end of this learning some pupils will
not have made so much progress and will:



At the end of this learning most pupils will:




At the end of this learning some pupils will
have progressed further and will:
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Appendix D: Calendar of useful websites
Calendar of useful websites by month
International and global events calendar
The European Day of Languages on 26 September is undoubtedly the most important day of
the year for languages.
There are a range of websites which feature resources and ideas to celebrate the day, below
are two of the best:
http://edl.ecml.at/
http://www.educationscotland.gov.uk/resources/e/europeandayoflanguagess.asp
There are also a large variety of international days that could be exploited to link to global
learning:
Global Citizenship Calendar:
http://www.educationscotland.gov.uk/Images/GlobalCitizenshipCalendar2015_2016_tcm4872185.pdf
United Nations International Days:
http://www.un.org/en/sections/observances/international-days/
Unison Calendar of International Days with activity suggestions and website links:
https://www.unison.org.uk/content/uploads/2015/02/TowebCalendar-of-InternationalDays20152.pdf
The Anti-discrimination Committee in Queensland has created a human rights calendar with
accompanying web-site links: https://www.adcq.qld.gov.au/human-rights/calendar
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Appendix E: Resources – links & guidance
Resources guidance:
A wide range of materials is available to support language-learning at KS2. The
following discussion is not intended to be a complete list or to suggest endorsement
or recommendation. New materials are appearing to meet the needs of the new
curriculum, and different schools will have different requirements. The first decision
is whether to pick a complete published and resourced scheme of work, or whether
to build your own curriculum around a range of resources.
Courses from major educational publishers:
Published courses can be bought from the major educational publishers.
The benefits are that they ensure coverage of the required content, with an easy to
use ready-made scheme of work. They are written by experts, with a full range of
lesson materials including, for example, books, worksheets, whiteboard
presentations or activities, interactive apps, videos and assessment materials.
The potential disadvantages are that they are not tailored to your teachers’ and your
pupils’ individual needs. The course may have a “tick box” approach to the
curriculum, so that while everything is covered, it may lack a focus on building and
developing pupils’ core competence.
Where such courses work best is perhaps where schools plan to use them as a
springboard to real use of the language in the classroom, integrated with creative or
cross-curricular activities.
Specialist primary languages packs:
Primary languages packs are available to purchase online for a range of languages.
Typically these are written by specialist primary languages teachers or advisors, and
they usually provide detailed schemes of work and lesson plans, along with teaching
resources. These lessons are often based around videos, songs or games, with
plans exploiting the materials to create dynamic activities for pupils to join in with.
Online activities and subscription sites:
Resources such as videos or interactive games are available from online publishers.
These include specialist language sites, or publishers with a wider KS2 portfolio.
These activities are often highly engaging for pupils and need little or no preparation
for teachers. They can be effective in helping pupils practise and memorise
vocabulary. They may be one-off activities rather than a planned scheme of work
designed to ensure progression or coverage of the curriculum.
Resources from ALL and other bodies:
Organisations with an interest in supporting the learning of Languages have
produced a range of materials, often available free of charge. This includes public
bodies such as the BBC, the Institut Français or the Goethe Institut, or membership
organisations such as the Association for Language Learning (ALL).
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Niveau Bleu is the first stage of the Primary French Project. It was created by
the Institut Français du Royaume Uni, ALL and the Network for Languages,
and is available to be downloaded. While it provides a scheme of work and
teaching materials, its main aim is to develop teacher confidence and
expertise. The materials develop teachers’ linguistic and cultural knowledge,
so they can start by using or adapting the resources and become increasingly
independent. There is an additional set of CLIL Primary French resources.



Felix und Franzi from the Goethe Institut teaches linguistic and cultural
knowledge through videos available on YouTube. A fully-resourced scheme of
work is available.



The Consejería de Educación provides a range of free resources in Spanish.
They are typically vocabulary-based worksheets or instructions for practical
activities.



The ALL Connect Blog is focused on teacher CPD. The resources contain
links to many sources of material, along with ideas on how best to exploit it.

Resources shared by teachers:
These sites are either forums or wikis where teachers can upload resources, or
websites run by individual teachers where they share their own resources. They may
often be Word or PowerPoint resources typical of what an excellent classroom
teacher could create. While this may not always have the quality of a leading
publisher, it may well mean that the materials are more easily adaptable to
customise them to your own requirements. Some offer planned schemes of work,
while others have materials you can fit into your own scheme.
Examples include the ALL Connect Wikis - new interactive wikis, allowing teachers
to upload examples of their own resources, and download further support materials:
Literature Wiki:
Speaking Wiki:
Grammar Wiki:
Writing & Translation Wiki:
Progression & Transition Wiki:

all-literature.wikidot.com
all-speaking.wikidot.com
all-grammar.wikidot.com
all-writingtranslation.wikidot.com
all-progressiontransition.wikidot.com

The ALL website also has a whole section of links to materials recommended by the
ALL Primary Steering Group.
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Appendix F: Portfolio of pupil work
Portfolio of pupil work – samples for Y3 – Y6
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